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1, BRIEF STATEMENT OF THE PLANNING/DESIGN PROBLEM.
A) HISTORY OF CONGRESSIONAL ACTION: FORMATION OF THE F.D.R.

COMMISSION.

Less than four years before his death F.D.R. summoned Justice Felix

Frankfurter to the White House. Below is Frankfurter's recollection

of that meeting as published in March '61 in the Atlantic under

the title of "The Memorial to F.D.R.: What the President Wanted."

The President seemed under considerable strain, and

plainly enough he just wanted to talk. After the barber

left, talk continued, going hither and yon, and the

President told me of a letter to Fred Delano (FDR's uncle,

chairman of the National Capital Park and Planning Commission),

which the latter had sent to him, from a correspondent who

had apparently just discovered that Jackson (Lafayette)

Park contains the statues of four Revolutionary heroes and

that the equestrian statue of Jackson was incongruous

in this Revolutionary setting. He read me his memorandum

in reply to the suggestion for the removal of the Jackson

statue...

When he finished reading the memorandum, this followed:

FDR: This leads me to say something that I want you to

remember because you are much more likely to be here longer

than I shall be.

FF: (jocosely) You mean that I shall remain on the Supreme

Court longer than you will remain in the White House.

1



FDR: (smilingly but sharply) No, that isn't what I mean

at all. I mean in plain English that I am likely to

shuffle off long before you kick the bucket. And if that

should happen and if any memorial is to be erected to me,

I know exactly what I should like it to be. Now please

remember what I am telling you as my wish in case they are to

put up any memorial to me. About halfway between here and

the Capitol is the Archives Building. Now I have some

relation to Archives. And right in front of the Archives

Building is a little green triangle. If, as I say, they

are to put up any memorial to me, I should like it to be

placed in the center of that green plot in front of the

Archives Building. I should like it to consist of a block

about the size of this (putting his hand on his desk). I

don't care what it is made of, whether limestone or granite

or whatnot, but I want it to be plain, without any ornamen-

tation, with the simple carving "In memory of -------."

That is all, and please remember thatJ if the time should come.

FF: I shall indeed remember, and you deeply honor me in

putting this wish in the keeping of my memory.

FDR: Don't you think I am right in wanting that kind of

a memorial and none other?

FF: The founder of your party, Jefferson, left specific

instruction for that beautifully simple memorial of his

. at Charlottesville, and 1 think your idea entirely comports

with wisdom about such things.
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Yet Congress, heeding evaluation of FDR as one of the three greatest

presidents, regarded the matter differently; and a year after his

death began plans to memorialize in (as they saw it) a more fitting way.

)n July 1, 1946, Representative Eugene J. Keogh of New York introduced

in Congress a resolution to authorize a Federal Memorial Commission for

the purpose of planning a permanent memorial in the District of Columbia

in honor of the·late President. However, Keogh's resolution did not

makefit out of committee. 2

A similar proposal by Senator Herbert H. Lehman of New York nine years

later would enjoy a different reception. Introducing his resolution on

May 31, 1955, Lehman told the Senate:

I think it is more fitting that we have a memorial to the late
President Roosevelt to take its place on the banks of the Potomac
alongside the memorials to our other great Presidents -- Washington, ,

Jefferson,.and Lincoln. President Roosevelt has certainly won his
place in history alongside these immortal men for what he did for3
the welfare of the people of tha United States and of the world.

With dispatch, the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration favorably

reported Lehman's resolution on July 20, and the Senate passed it two.

days later. Some questioned the wisdom of the measure. The New York Times,

editorializing against both the Roosevelt and Taft memorials, declared:

The objection is not that the tributes are not earned but that
they would come a little too soon. These great reputations
should outlast the turpoils of our time. If so, another generation,
or this generation grown older, can pay a monumental tribute to

2H.J· Res. 373, 79th Cong., 2nd Sess.

35.J. Res: 73, 84th Congl, 1st Sess; 101 Cong. Rec. 7229
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them ... Why not a sort of moratorium on such memorials
perhaps until a quarter of a century or so after the
subject has passed on? 4

Despite such sentiments, the resolution saile'd through the House and was

approved by President Eisenhower on August 11. 5

The law established a Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission, to

consist of four senators, four members of the House of Representatives,

and four citizens appointed by the President. In its assigned mission

of formulating plans for the location, design, and construction of a

permanent memorial, the Memorial Commission was authorized to organize

contests, receive gifts, and accept the assistance and advice of certain

professional bodies in the Capital. The National Park Sprvice became

the "housekeeping" agency for the Commission, managing the funds appro-

priated for its use. At the first meeting of the Commission on May 17, 1956,

Judge Francis Biddle, Attorney General uAder Roosevelt, was selected as

chairman.

Among the first acts of the Memorial Commission was the appointment of an

Advisory Committae of seven distinguished architects and planners to assist

in site selection and the formulation of design guidelines.6 On February 8, 1

4"A Moratorium on Memorials", July 25, 1955; p. 18.

5P.L. 84-372, Stat. 694:

6Pietro Belluschi (chainnan), dean of the School of Architecture and Planning

MIT; Samuel Glazer, architect; R..Sturgiss Ingersoll, president of t
he

Philadelphia Museum of Art; Lewis Mumford, teacher and writer; Hi
deo Sasaki,

chairman of the Department of Landscape Architecture, Harvard; G. Holmes

Perkins, chairman of the Department of Architecture, University of Pe
nnsylvan

Jay S. Unger, architect.
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Judge Biddle and members of the Advisory Committee, accompanied by Associate

Superintendent Harry T. Thompson of National Capital Parks (a branch of

the National Park Service), visited five sites in Washington considered as

possibilities for the memorial. The nature of the memorial was left open

at this time.

Of the five locations proposed by the Memorial Commission it found three

deserving of serious consideration: a site on the south side of the Mall

opposite the Archives building (now occupied by the Hirshhorn Museum of the

Smithsonian); the Old Naval Hospital site across 23rd Street, NW, from the

State Department; and the portion of West Potomac Park south of Independence ,

Avenue and west of the Tidal Basin, still covered by temporary wartime

structures. In the Advisory Committee's report to the Memorial Commission

on June 2, the West Potomac Park site was the unanimous recommendation.7

At its third meeting on June 17, the commission adopted the Committee's

recommendations, which included the holding of an architectural competition i1
for the selection of a memorial design. The desired site would have to :

be reserved, and more funds wou13 be needed for prizes and other expenses 3

involved in administering the competition. For these purposes the group '

authorized the introduction of a second joint resolution in Congress.8

7"Report of the Advisory Committee to the Frankl in Delano Roosevelt
Memorial Commission", in S. Rept. No. 735, 86th·Cong., 1st Sess.
(1959), pp. 3-4. 1

8"Report of Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission, January 2, 1959",
Ibid.,-p. 3.
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Representative John W. McCormack of Massachusetts, a member of the

Memorial Commission, sponsored the legislation. His resolution died

upon adjournment of the 85th Congress in 1958, but it progressed with

little difficulty after reintroduction the following year. When Represen-

tative H.R. Gross of Iowa asked whether federal expenditures beyond the

$150,000 authorized in the resolution would be needed, Representative

Paul F. Schenck of Ohio, another Commission member, told the House;

"It is the consensus of all members of the Commission that it will be

highly desirable to finance the total cost of the memorial through

public subscription." In the Senate, Hubert H. Humphrey and Lyndon B.

Johnson both spoke in favor of the measure. 9 The resolution, directing

that "the competition for the proposed memorial shall be carried out so

as to insure that it will be harmonious as to location, design, and land

use with the Washington Monument, the Jefferson Memorial, and the Lincoln

Memorial" and charging the Memorial Commission' to "avail itself of the

assistnace and advice of the Commission of Fine Arts, of the National

Capital Planning Commipsion, and of the National Park Service", was signed

by the President on September 1. 1959.10

l

9 105 Cong. Rec. 14147, 16705.

1 Op.L. 86-214, 73 Stat. 445.
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B) HISTORY OF THE COMPETITIONS 1959-74; THE FIRST COMPETITION.

Planning for the competition proceded swiftly. The Memorial Commis-

sion appointed as its professional adviser Edmund N. Bacon,

executive director of the Philadelphia Planning Commission. Five

persons of high distinction were selected as jurors: Pietro Belluschi

(chairman), dean of the School of Architecture and Planning, MIT;

Thomas D. Church, landscape architect; Bartlett Hayes, Jr., direc-

tor of the Addison Gallery of American Art, Philips Academy,

Andover; Joseph Hudnut, emeritus professor of architecture, Harvard;

and Paul Marvin Rudolph, chairman of the Department of Architecture,

Yale. The Commission published a thirty-two-page program for

competitors, describing and illustrating the memorial site and

setting forth the requirements for entry and design submission.

Although Chairman David E. Finley of the Commission of Fine Arts had

stressed the importance of proscribing monumental structures that

might compete with the neighboring memorials,11 the program gave

entrants wide leeway, quoting from the report of the Advisory Committee

to the Memorial Commission:

It would stultify the mind of the designer, perhaps paralyze him,
if the Committee were to indicate beforehand whether the appro-
priate form would be a building, a garden, a fountain, a pool,
a whole landscape, or all of these wrought together in some
fresh, surprising, and appropriate form. Our one thought would
be that Roosevelt, the essential Roosevelt, must be the focus
of an appropriate memorial; it is surely not enough to inscribe
his name over the entrance of a building conceived for some
quite different use and purpose.12

11 Memorandum, Harry T. Thompson to Conrad L. Wirth, Jan. 13, 1960, NCP-WNRC.

12Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Competition (Washington: Franklin
Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission, 1960), p. 24.
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On September 19, 1960, six finalists, each receiving $10,000 were selected

1 from 547 design submissions. They presented, in the words of the jury,

"widely differing solutions, some leaving the parklike character of the

, site untouched, others remodeling the topography to suit their particular

ideas."13 On December 30 came the announcement of the $50,000 first prize

winner: The New York architectural firm of William F. Pedersen and

Bradford S. Tilney. Norman Hoberman was the sculptor; Joseph Wasserman

and David Beer were associate members of the team. Their design comprised

eight monolithic steles, or tablets, the largest 165 feet high and 65 feet

across, clustered asymetrically and bearing some 2,000 of FDR's words

(selected with the aid of Professor Frank Freidel of Harvard). To avoid

visible joints the steles would be constructed of a white quartz aggregate

concrete of high density, bush hammered for maximum brilliance. The

, landscape treatment employed low contoured mounds and paths connecting

with the Lincoln and Jefferson Memorials. The total cost was estimated

at $4.5 million.

In the comments accompanying their design, the architects expressed their

belief that it

1) provides a site solution that complements monumental Washington;

2) creates a unique and memorable experience for visitors to the site,

a landmark for the city's inhabi tants, and a symbol for the nation;
1 .3) is democratic in its accessibility from all sides, its openness,

and the human scale of its spaces; and

4) is appropriate as a personal memorial because of the integral

13"Six Architects Named in Roosevelt Design", New York Times, September 20,
1960, p. 78. Nearly all the entries were published by Thomas H. Creighton
in The Architecture of Monuments: The Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial
Competition (New YorE Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1962).
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quality of the inscriptions containing the essential spirit of

the thoughts and ideas of the great social and humane programs of

Franklin Delan6 Roosevelt.14

The report of the jury sought to capture the impressions of a visitor to

the completed memorial:

As one moves onto the various levels of the platform the views
change and new spaces acquire significance. As a monument it
satisfies the visitor's desire to apprehend the whole from many
approaches and is visible, but without massiveness, from the
distance. Its open character incorporates the natural beauty of the
landscape, including altering views of the Potomac River and the
Tidal Basin, in which the bright shafts are reflected. Added to
this the shifting play of light and shadow as the sun traverses the
sky animates the structure and imparts a sense of living reality
to enhance its spiritual meaning. 15

At the annoucement of the selection, Francis Biddle characterized the

winning design as possessing "a tremendous sense 6f power". Pietro

Belluschi, unwittingly anticipating a popular sobriquet, added that

although the design was modern, "there is something primitive in it".16

Public reaction to the design was immediate and almost universally

regarded in a negative light and Belluschi's words of praise were

quickly translated to "Instant Stonehenge".

Frederick Gutheim, architecture critic for the Washington Post, wrote

the next day: "The winning design is not architecture, but literature.

It should not be built". The Post reported the first reaction of

Roosevelt's daughter: " 'Good Lord', said Anna Roosevelt Booettiger Halsted

14Creighton, Architecture of Monuments, pp. 51-52.

15Creighton, op. cit., p. 38.

16Bess Furman, "DeQign Selected for Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial in
Washington," New York Times, Dec. 31, 1960, p. 1.

17„FDR Tribute Like 'Book Ends, Out of Deep Freeze"', Dec. 31, 1960, p. Bl.
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as a description of the huge monument... was read over the phone to her

in Lexington, KY. 'We'll just have to hope for the best'."18 Indignant

letters poured in to newspapers, to the President, to the Memorial

Commission, the Secretary of the Interior, and the National Park

Service. In more moderate tones the distinguished Committee of 100

on the Federal City voiced its opposition to Secretary of the Interior

Stewart L. Udall, citing the large Scale of the design in relation to

the Lincoln and Jefferson Memorials, the need to preserve open space in

West Potomac Park, and the belief that more time should elapse to
.

' allow proper evaluation of Roosevelt's contributions.19

- Many of a traditional bent in art and architectural circles formed

another opposition faction of great influence. Gilmore D. Clarke, former

dean of the Cornell College of Architecture and chairman of the Commission

of Fine Arts from 1937 to 1950, asked

why, in view of Mr. Roosevelt's request (as published by Felix
Frankfurter), does a commission accept the decision of a jury
that selected a design which this writer believes would have
been objectionable to the person it is proposed to memorialize?
... This writer, who learned to know something of his taste in
artistic matters, believes that he would cringe if he should view
the loosely arranged, huge, reinforced concrete slabs ~~at a few,
possibly misguided souls, wish to erect to his memory.

Writing to the director of the National Park Service on February 14, 1961,

C. Paul Jennewein, president of the conservative National Sculpture Society,

called the winning design "truly the most disturbing occurrence in the

' Art World seen for many a day... We feel that it is completely out of

keeping with the traditions of the great memorials to be found in the

18Constance Feeley, "Memorial Plans Stir FDR' s Kin", Jan. 2, 1961, p. Cl.

19Letter, Neill Phillips (chairman), April 24, 1961, NCP.

20Letter, New York.Times, June 25, 1962, p. 28.
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nations (sic) Capital, and certainly most unworthy as a Memorial to

and Ex-President. „21 .

The addressee of Jennewein's letter, Conrad L. Wirth, was not then in

a position to publicize his views. In a memorandum to Assistant Secretary

of the Interi9r John A. Carver, however, he confided: "I hope the design

will undergo changes through the Fine Arts Commission before it comes to

us. I don't like the design."22 Park Service replies to the many incoming

letters on the subject, although noncommittal with respect to the Pedersen-

; Tilney design, soon carried word that the Service and the Department of

the Interior were planning to develop "a uniform policy and criteria to

- cover all memorials which are proposed for placement in the National

Capital Parks System". These criteria, it was declared, "might very well

require a sufficient period of time to elapse after the death of an

individual or the occurrence of an.event before being memorialized. ,:23

An altetnative receiving more serious consideration was presented by

Representative Harris B. McDowell, Jr., of Delaware. On June 17, 1961,

he introduced legislation to establish on the West Potomac Park site

a Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial National Park.. "a fonnal public

garden which would combine features of the Longwood Gardens on the DuPont

estate near Wilmington, Del., with some of the features of the formal

gardens at Mount Vernon... and the gardens at Monticello". A companion

bill was sponsored by Senator Paul H. Douglas of Illinois.24

21 NCP.
22Feb. 24, 1961, NCP.
23E.g., letter, Wirth to Louis M. Ercsik, March 20, 1961, NCP.
24H.R. 7664, 87th Cong., 1st Sess.; 107 Cong. Rec. 10729; S. 2501, 87thCong., 1st Sess.
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The New York Times backed this "living memorial" proposal:

All esthetic conflicts aside, the last thing Washington needs is
another huge monument... Small formal gardens for the display of
seasonal flowers, perhaps setting off. a dignified-- not gigantesque --
piece of sculpture dedicated to FDR and incorporated into an area
of beautifully planned informality like that of the London city parks,
would indeed be an appropriate memorial as well as a delightful relief
in a monument-ridden city.25

Advocates of the Pedersen-Tilney plan did their best to make themselves

heard above the roar of professional and lay opposition. "The Franklin

D. Roosevelt Memorial Competition has produced. . .. a very stirring, a very

fitting memorial design", wrote Thomas H. Creighton, editor of Progressive
.. 26

Archi tecture. "I hope it gets built". In a letter to the New York Times

the noted architect William Lescaze called the design a "simple, strong,

sculptural and archi tectural statement in terms of today". "This is the

first breath of fresh air which we have had in the design of Washington

monuments for many a decade", remarked William A.M. Burden, American
.

ambassador to Belgium, in another Times letter. "Not only is the' design

extremely beautiful, but I think it extremely appropriate that a great

innovator like Franklin Delano Roosevelt should be remembered by an

imaginative monument, which breaks new ground esthetically in the same

way that he broke new ground in the realm of government".27 Francis '

Biddle was foremost among the defenders, leading the counterattack against '

Representative McDowell's proposal ("To tack Roosevelt's name to a park in

no true sense creates a memorial to him")28 and responding to hostile

editorials and published letters. He cultivated and made the most of

professional support, publicizing favorable resolutions like that of

the Ameri can Institute of Architects and the comments of leaders like

25„ The FDR Memorial" (editorial), July 16, 1961, Sec. 4, p. 8.-

26„p.S. (editorial), " Progressive Architecture, Feb. 1961, p. 236.

27Jan. 24, 1961, p. 28; Feb. 2, 1961, p. 28.
28Letter, New York Times, Aug. 6, 1961, Sec. 4, p.8.
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Jose Luis Sert, dean of the Harvard Graduate School of Design, who stated:

"The winning design is outstanding -- the best project of this type that I

have seen in many years. It,fits within the environment and is as di fferent

as it should be from the other memorials". 29

On January 11, 1962, the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission by

an eight-to-one vote formally approved the Pedersen-Tilney design --

with the addition of a statue or bas relief of Roosevelt in concession to

the common criticism of the memorial's unrelatedness to its subject. The ~

negative vote was that of Representative Schenck; Representative James

Roosevelt, recently appointed to the Memorial Commission, voted with the

majority. In view of the Commission's virtual commitment to abide by the

result of the competition, its decision was d foregone conclusion. Less

certain was the outcome of the next step prescribed by the authorizing

legislation:  obtaining the "assistance. and advice" -- in practice, the

approval -- of the Commission of Fine Arts, the prestigious seven-member

panel appointed by the President to provide aesthetic review of proposed

public works in the Washington area.

The following week Francis Biddle and William F. Pedersen appeared before

a meeting of the Fine Arts Commission to present their case on behalf of the

design. Under questioning by members fearful that the proposed use of concrete

would create durability problems, Pedersen cited recent advances in concrete

technology and the sophistication of the bush hammered white quartz aggregate ~

he would employ:

29Cited in -letter, Biddle to McDowell, May 31, 1961, 107 Cong. Rec.
A5578 (1961).
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With the concrete we are at least 98-99 per cent sure (of permanence)
... With marble we would be 100 per cent sure, and very honestly; we in
talking among ourselves have kept this subject somewhat open. If
enough money can be raised to do it in marble we may do it in marble.

He estimated that marble would cost an extra million: On the subject of

funds, Biddle voiced his expectation that "a large amount" of private

money would be donated for the memorial. "Then if we get, say a kitty of

... $3,000,000, we go back to Congress and say 'You do the rest' -- I

think they will do it".30

The Commission of Fine Arts, fully aware of the importance of their

action on this matter, delayed their vote until February 21. After a

closed session, they announced their conclusions to the press:

The Commission is aware of positive qualities in the proposed
design; those of great dramatic force and impact, of imaginative
and stirring effects of light and shade and the expression of much ,
that is characteristic of our times... (But) it is lacking in
the repose, an essential element in memorial art, and the qualities
of monumental permanence that are .the essence of the three memorials
with which it must by law conform. ?

Chairman David E: Finley added that "the winning design, by its great size

and height, competes with, rather than supplements, the three memorials ;

with which it is required to be harmonious." Unconvinced by Pedersen's

argument, the Commission also questioned the durability of the proposed

construction material. The decision to oppose was unanimous.

Opponents of the Pedersen-Tilney memorial voiced expressions of relief

at this apparent deathblow to the design.31 But on May 10, 1962, Represen-

tative Eugene J. Keogh and Senator Hubert H. Humphrey (both members of the

Memorial Commission) introduced joint resolutions that would declare

t

30Transcript of meeting, pp. 22-23,-25, Minutes, Jan. 17, 1962, Commission
of Fin@ Arts (hereinafter cited as CFA), Washington, D.C.

31E.g., "Monuments and Men" (editorial), New York Times, Feb. 27, 1962, p. 32,
I ,
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congressional approval of the design and authorize a $200,000 appropriation
.

for the organization of a public fund-raising campaign. The resolutions

did call for Fine Arts Commission review of·the as-yet-undetermined statue

or bas-relief of Roosevelt -- a provision unlikely to mollify the opposition.32

The Subcommittee on Enrolled Bills and Library of the Committee on House

Administration offered a forum for,renewed debate at its hearing on Keogh's

resolution on June 8. William F. Pedersen was there.to defend his firm's

product:

I feel controversy is a mark of excellence, and I feel very strongly
that if competition means anything the memorial must be built. I feel
if professional opinion means, anything the memorial must be built. And
I feel if the arts in America are to advance in a significant way
the memorial must be built.33

David E. Finley of the Commission of Fine Arts arrived to restate the

opposition of that expert body. The current president of the Academy,

Edgar I. Williams, thought the competition winner almost subversive:

"Whereas the spitit of our national character is balance and forthright

outspoken clarity in the very fabric of our Constitution, Bill of Rights,

and national policy statements, the design of the Roosevelt Memorial

bespeaks indecision with overtones of mystery". Margaret French Cresson,

daughter of Daniel Chester French and a sculptor herself, protested in a

letter sent for the record: "I cannot express myself strongly enough in

regard to what I consider a disastrous proposal for our beautiful city

of Washington."34

-

32H.J. Res. 712, S.J. Res. 187, 87th Cong., 2nd Sess.; see Appendix C.

33Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, Hearings on H.J. Res. 712· and H.J. Res.
713, 87th Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 23.

34Ibid., pp. 67-73.
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Although an opponent of the design and the Keogh resolution, Representative

William B. Widnall in his testimony voiced what even the proponents must

have felt:

I think I can say without fear of contradiction that no memorial
in our Nation's history has so divided the American people as
the winning slab des~n chosed by the Franklin Delano  Roosevelt
Memorial Commission.

In the end, the House committee presented a favorable report on the

resolution. But the foe was arrayed for battle on the House floor.

, Representative Thomas P. O'Neill of Massachusetts ("In all the annals

of American art I have never seen such a hideous monstrosity in my life")36

had prepared an amendment that, rather than approving the Pedersen-Tilney

design, would direct the Memorial Commission

to consult with the Commission of Fine Arts to determine whether
the winning design ... may be so changed or modified to secure the
approval of the Commission of Fine Arts. If it is determined that
such changes or modifications are not practical, the Commission is
authorized and directed to select, with the advice and approval of
the Commission of Fine Arts, such other design among those already
submitted in the competition for the proposed memorial, or to
consider a living memorial such as the stadium, an educational instit-
ution, information center, memorial park or any other suitable or
worthy project.

The authorized appropriation was reduced to $25,000.37 The final bloy

came when James Roosevelt joined with Representative Schenck to speak

in support of the O'Neill amendment. The amended resolution was voted

by a wide margin and subsequently passed the Senate. ·President Kennedy

35Ibid., p. 47. The Interior Department submitted an unfavorable report on ,
the Keogh resolution, expressed in terms of support for the judgment of 1
the Fine Arts Commission -- "the agency expert in this field". ·(Letter, ,
Assistant Secretary Kenneth Holum to Omar Burleson, Chairman, Committee on ~
House Administration, in H. Rept. No. 2148 to Accompany H.J. Res. 712,
87th Cong., 2nd Sess., pp. 8-9)

36108 Cong. Rec. 21783 (1962).
37p.L. 87-842, 76 Stat. 1079.. - 16
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M approved it on October 18, 1962.38

The new law required the Memorial Commission to report its recommendations

to Congress for approval by June 30, 1963. As a first step, Biddle and

Pedersen again met with the Commission of Fine Arts on December 19, 1962,

to discuss modification of the design. Pedersen said that he could reduce

the height of the highest stele thirty or forty feet without doing

violence to the concept. He also agreed that the steles might be sheathed

in white limestone or marble. The Fine Arts Commission refused to grant

tentative approval of the proposed changes; it would only restate the

congressional directive that the memorial "be harmonious as to location,

design, and land use" with the other memorials. It asked that Pedersen

submit sketches with his alterations, and the architect agreed to do so.39

As the new year progressed and no sketches appeared, Chairman Finley sent

a letter of reminder to Chairman Biddld. Biddle replied on April 2, pleading

a lack of funds for the purpose.40 Soon thereafter the Memorial Commission

received its $25,000 appropriation, and Finley again wrote Biddle to request

a "simple sketch" for the June 17 meeting of the Commission of Fine Arts --

its last before the June 30 reporting date set by Congress. Biddle's response

revealed that he was in no hurry:

I do not believe that the use of a simple sketch would be of any
service to the members of your Commission... Obviously a careful
study must be made by Pedersen and Tilney which would take several
months to complete and would not possible be finished at the time
you suggest.41

38p.L. 87-842, 76 Stat. 1079.
39Minutes, Dec. 17, 1962, CFA, p. 2.
40Ibid., March 19 and Apr. 16, 1963.

l -

41Letters, Jyne 3 and 6, 1963, ibid., June 17, 1963.
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Contributing to the absence of urgency displayed by the Memorial Commission

was the prospect of several new appointments to the Fine Arts Commission

after the middle of the year. Ihere was little expectation that the

existing membership w6uld approve the relatively minor modifications that

the architects were willing to make. The Memorial Commission thus preferred

to ignore the congressional deadline and take its chances with the new

Kennedy appointees.42 This strategy proved sound: the Fine Arts Commission

was later characterized as "radically overhauled and liberalized" by the

appointments.43 At a meeting in October, the new members appeared more

sympathetic to the Pedersen-Tilney concept, and the Commission again

requested a revised presentation.44

The "new design" was not so changed as to overcome the objections of most

opponents. The highest stele was lowered thirty-seven feet to bring it

just below the above-water height of the.Lincoln Memorial, and some of the

steles were rearranged to incorporate within the cluster a three-times-life-

size statue of Roosevelt. Concrete was retained as the building material.

At the Fine Arts Comnission vote on June 24 Walton, along with Theodore

Roszak, decided against it. But Gordon Bunshaft, Burnham Kelly, Aline

Saarinen, and John Carl Warnecke -- the necessary majority -- voted to

approve.45 After four and a half years of controversy, construction of

the Pedersen-Tilney design for the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial seemed

assured. However, James  Roosevelt, speaking for FDR's children, stated in

42Interview, Charles H. Atherton, Executive Secretary, CFA, Nov. 14 and 22, 1972.

43Ada Louis Huxtable, "Monumental Troubles", New York Times, June 26, 1964, p. 31.

44Minutes, Oct. 15, 1963, CFA, pp. 11-14.

45Hideo Sasaki, member of the Advisory Committee to the Franklin Delano
Roosevelt Memorial Commission and a competition entrant, abstained.
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letters to Francis Biddle and William Walton that, "We dre unalterably

opposed to the erection of either the original or the revised design

submitted by the Franklin D. Roosevelt Memorial Commission, and we do not

believe any modifications of the proposal would make it acceptable to us.46

The Commission of Fine Arts, informed of.the family's position before their

vote, did not allow it to influence their decision. Elsewhere, however, there

was renewed commotion, exemplified by the divided membership of the

Memorial Commission. "I rather liked (the design) myself, but, if the

family doesn't like it, then I'm afraid it's out", said Senator Maurine

Neuberger. "We'll just have to start all over again". Senator Jacob Javits

did not like "forcing anything on the family": "I think we should give it

another try to find something they could go with. It looks all right to me,

but they apparently don't like it." Representative Keogh wanted to take·

the family's wishes into consideration but did not see how the Commission

could reject the winning design: "Why, that would make a mockery of the

architectural profession". Chairman Biddle,,leader of the Memorial Commission

in fact as well as name, was all for pressing ahead.47 But his determination

was matched by that of James Roosevelt, who carried the family position to

the House floor on June 25:

It has come to my attention that the Chairman of the Franklin D.
Roosevelt Memorial Commission has stated that no further action is
required by the Congress of the United States and that the Commission
can now go forward and build according to the approved design; this
in face of the fact that, of course, the family of the late Presidpnt

46Letter, June 23, 1964, in Minutes, June 23, 1964, CFA.
47Hunter, "Five Roosevelts Oppose Memorial".
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did uticirititi:,11·,ly '...,.i,re' 1 1|lpil' c,[,i·lit,11 li,dl this is an undesirdble design,
There foro ] Ii,ir'~ Lhal some of .liy ch' 1 0„gues will join me 1 11 exAminino the
legislation whitn is i.funtrulling. . nd if, as a result of that examination
it appoat, lit,it ilic tgan,vs hu , 121 nwilrol of the matter of the erection
of this memorial under tho approved design, I hope that my colleagues 1111
join wit.h mo ir, considering somo 1 ,~aislation to do something about it,40

Once again, advocate.., and opponents of the design made their views known through

the pr6ss. Ada Louise Huxtdble, 02 chi teclure cri tic for the New York Times, was

favorably impressed:

There is a subi-.Ir., p:'0(-essiciriol monumentality thdi depends as much for
effect on i.he mc.,ement of the visitor as on its purely visual impact.
It is an impressive mmiwientality that surrounds the visitor and co;~~a ins
him... It could even dvoid thai bugaboo of all memorials, banality.

Siegfried Giedion, prominent art historifill: lallded the design as a successful

expression of corlemporary art and denounced the notion that politicians or

survivors of the dec.esised should "incsume to interfere" with a prize-winning

piece of architecture. "FDR belongs to history, his monument to the nation",

he wrote. "Such a me.,inrial is not a hirt.11(luy present for the family, to like

or dislike". 50

Despite the doubts expressed by some mentors earlier, the Memorial Commission in

December 1964 sided with Giedion and voted its formal approval of the revised

Pedersen-Tilney design. Under Secretary of Commerce Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr. ,

said that the family still opposed the design but would not attempt to stop

construction.51 He may not have spoken for all; according to one informed

source, James Roosevelt threatened to fight any fund-raising efforts in the news

media. 52

48110 Cong. Rec. 15013 (1964)
49"Monumental Troubles".
SOLetter, New York Times, Aug. 2, 1964, Sec. 4, p. 8.
51Philip Benjamin, "Roosevelt Conmission Approves Memorial Design", Ibi[!.·
Dec. 11, 1964, p. 22.

52Interview, Charlotte Hoskins, Administrative Secretary, Franklin Delano Rooseve
Memorial Commission, Dec. 4, 1972.
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In any event, the Ccmmission found itself in an untenable position. Francis

Biddle announced the following April that the family's opposition had made

fund raising virtually impossible and that the design had been "put on ice".

Biddle simultaneously gave notice of his resignation as chairman.53 He

had battled well, but he had lost.

That fall, a new plan by Eric Gugler and Paul Manship, designers of the

Theodore Roosevelt Memorial on Roosevelt Island, was quietly circulated

among concerned members of Congress and government officials. Their

design, reportedly backed by Anna Roosevelt Halsted, was disparaged by

the Washington Post:

The Memorial itself is apparently to be somewhat in the manner of
the Rayburn Buildings constructed around a stone version Of the
late President as a Roman senator, in a fake toga. Mr. Roosevelt
deserves better of his countrymen.54

This scheme never surfaced as a formal prbposal of the Memorial Commission.

In the end, the only positive accomplishment of that body during 1965 was

to obtain authorization for an additional $100,000 to continue its existence.55

Representative Keogh became Biddle's successor as chairman.

53~illard Clopton, "Memorial Design for FDR 'On Ice"', Washington Post, Apr. 30,
1965, p. 81.

54Wolf Von Eckardt, "Family Quietly Promotes New Design for FDR Memorial Near
Tidal Basin", Washington Post, Oct. 23, 1965, p. Al, "Monumental Catastrophe"
(editorial), Ncv. 9, 1965, p. A20.

55P.L. 89-305, 79 Stat. 1126, Oct. 30, 1965.



THE BREUER DESIGN:

Meeting on January 18, 1966, the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial

Commission officially abandoned the Pedersen-Tilney design and, under

the leadership of Senator Eugene J. McCarthy of Minnesota, decided upon

means for selecting a new one. There would be no more competitions; Rep-

resentative Keogh characterized that approach as "unnecessary, impractical,
and time-consuming". Instead, the Memorial Commission sent letters to

fifty-five architects inquiring as to their interest in the project. On
their own, without benefit of a professional advisory body, the Commission
in June selected one of the respondents. Some architects indicated dis-
approval of this method, but most had praise for the choice: Marcel Breuer
of New York, designer of the UNESCO buildings in Paris, the United States
Embassy in the Hague, the Whitney Museum in New York, and the Housing and

Urban Development building in Washington. Upon his appointment, Breuer

declared that he had no ideas for the Roosevelt Memorial but would approach
the job as a "fresh problem".56

On December 20 Breuer presented his design to the Memorial Commission. It

included seven huge rough granite "darts" radiating outward from a thirty-tw
foot cube of polished granite bearing an incised photographic portrait of
Roosevelt. The Pedersen-Tilney design had been widely criticized for its

lack of relationship to its subject; thus Breuer put particular stress on

the ways in which his proposal reflected the President:

56.,-FDR Memorial Commission Seeks New Design for His Monument Here", Washingto
Post, Jan. 19, 1966, p. 814; Ada Louise Huxtable, "Breuer to Shape Roosevel
Wi--i-ne", New York Times, June 9, 1966, p. 39.
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While the Memorial first of all is intended to be an inviting,
leisurely, earth-and-nature-bound place, its composition has
further meaning, symbolizing Franklin Delano Roosevelt's phil-
osophy and government and identifying his personality.

The center of the Memorial is a plaza, like the center of a
rotating turbine. Stone walls, like stone blades, are released
from this core, evocative of ideas launched during the dynamic
Roosevelt era. These stone walls emerge monumental, sixty feet
high, denoting the momentum of great concepts. Their contours
descend to meet the earth, much as the President's concepts reached
out to the people for understanding, acceptance, and to become an
integral part of the Nation's thinking.

Each of the walls would be flanked by water, "an element which had much

to do with FDR's personality". Recordings of Roosevelt's voice would

be played from the central portrait stone.57

The Breuer designs for which the architect received $40,000, was unanimously

approved by the Memorial Commission. FDR, Jr., present at the meeting,

also pledged his support. At a press conference the following day,

Representative Keogh expressed confidence that the Fine Arts Commission

would approve the memorial and hope that both Congress and the public

would contribute the $2-4 million necessary to construct. it.58

Critical acclaim followed the presentation. Ada Louise Huxtable called

Breuer's plan "a thoughtful, contemporary, creative solution that honors

the man it commemorates at a representative level of today's aesthetic

achievement, without doing violence to the classical Washington image". 59

57Statement presented by Senator McCarthy, 113 Cong. Rec. 20911 (1967) .
58George Dugan, "New Design for Memorial to Roosevelt is Unveiled", New York Time

Dec. 22, 1966, p. 1.
59"If at First You Don't Succeed" ·
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Wolf Von Eckardt, architecture critic for the Washington Post, lauded it as

a "splendid new design". While unenthusiastic about the recorded voice,

he called the photographic etching "Breuer's greatest stroke of genius"

and urged that the memorial be finished by the twenty-fifth anniversary of

Roosevelt's death in 1960.60

The Memorial Commission had taken care this time to cultivate the cooperation

of Roosevelt's children. At least one discordant note was heard from the

, family, however, in the form of a letter from Anna's son to the New York Times.

John R. Boettiger called the Breuer design one of "striking tastelessness".

Both the earlier tablet design and the new model... suggest
that the FDR Memorial Commission has somehow fixed in its
mind the notion that President Roosevelt is best represented
by monumental slabs of one sort or another.

In such circumstances the plans to play taped recordings of
the President's voice cannot but remind one of the similarly
amplified words of the Founder at Forest Lawn.

Boettiger suggested an open stone amphitheater employing trees, grass and

water -- "a grand monument of simple and unpretentious beauty and a suitable

setting for ceremonial occassions and national public events".61

Despite such dissent, there was hardly the hostility that followed the first

design presentation six years earlier. The Fine Arts Commission met on

January 25, 1967, with little expectation that Breuer's design would not

be approved. Only after the closed session began did each member find that

his own doubts were shared by all the others.62 "It's what I call pop art

6OFDR Memorial Should be Built -- and Soon", Washington Post, Dec. 23, 1966, p. 81.

61Jan. 1, 1967, Sec. 4, p. 11.

62Interview, Charles H. Atherton, Nov. 14, 1972.



sculpture, and it's disrespectful and frivolous", said Aline Saarinen.
"The concept of a canned ·voice is abhorrent". Both the recording and
the photographic portrait were considered to detract from the desired
sense of memorial timelessness. Overall, the design was judged basically
crude in conception -- a series of forms that "strongly suggested stage
settings rather than serious architecture".63 Breuer's personal appearance
before the members the next day yielded somewhat more sympathy for his plan,
but in the end the vote was unanimous. A press release summarized the Fine
Arts Commission stand:

The Commission feels that such a memorial requires the higheststandard of artistic achievement and significance. The proposeddesign does not fulfill either criteria.
The Commission has studied all aspects of the plan and reachedits conclusion with great reluctance, aware of the many difficulties
that have been faced by the designer and the Roosevelt MemorialCommission.

At the public announcement, Chairman William Walton offered no hope that

revision might rescue Breuer's design, "If there had been some little

thing that we thought could be done, we certainly would have suggested
changes", he said. "We rejected the entire toncept".64

The rejection caught nearly everyone concerned by surprise. Francis Biddle
and New Jersey Representative Frank Thompson, Jr., of the Memorial Commission

expressed their frustration and disappointment to the press: "I don't know

quite yet where we will go from here", Thompson said.65 That decision was

made at the Commission's next meeting on March 1, when the members unanimously

63~ranscript of meeting, p. 14, Minutes, Jan. 25, 1967, CFA; Minutes, Jan. 25, 1967,CFA, pp. 2-3.
64Minutes, Jan. 26, 1967, CFA; Ben A. Franklin, "Fine Arts Commission Rejects NewRoosevelt Memorial Plan", New York Times, Jan. 28, 1967, p. 6.

65Wolf Von Eckardt, "Unanimous Decision Dooms Breuer's 'Stone Darts' Plan",
Washington Post, Jan. 28, 1967, p. Cl.



voted to seek the essential congressional approval of the Breuer design.

As Senator McCarthy saw it, "This is not a case of pitting the artistic

judgment of the FDR Commission against the Fine Arts Commission, but

rather the judgment, skill, and reputation of Marcel Breuer, recognized

as one of the great architects in the world today, against the collective
,.66judgment of the Fine Arts Commission. On August 2, McCarthy introduced

a joint resolution similar to the original Keogh resolution that had sought

approval of the Pedersen-Tilney design in 1962.

McCarthy's resolution was never reported from committee. Identical legis-

lation introduced in the next Congress in 1969 met with an identical fate.

Consistent with its position on the old Keogh resolution, the Interior

Department submitted negative reports on these measures: "Inasmuch as the

effect of (the resolution) would be to approve the Breuer plan over the

objections of the Commission of Fine Arts and without the advice of the

National Park Service and the National Capital Planning Commission, as

required in existing laws, we recommend against its enactment".67 Thus the

Breuer design was shelved.

On January 20, 1969, at a time when the future of the Roosevelt Memorial

appeared most unpromising, President Johnson proclaimed its site "Franklin

Delano Roosevelt Memorial Park".68

66"FDR Panel Plans Plea to Congress" Washington Post, March 2, 1967, p. 81.

67Letter, Secretary Walter J. Hickel to Chairman Samuel N. Friedel, Committee on
House Administration, May 22, 1970, Legislative File "Franklin D. Rooseve-
Memorial", National Park Services.

68Federal Register, XXXIV: 14, Jan. 22, 1969, 913.
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THE ROSE GARDEN:

For years prior to construction of the Rochambeau Memorial Bridge in the

late 1940's, a National Rose Garden had gracad West Potomac Park southeast

of the Tidal Basin. To make way for the bridge, a new site for the garden

and the McMillan Fountain was selected south of Independence Avenue and west

of the Tidal Basin. The Commission of Fine Arts and the National Capital

Planning Commission approved this plan in 1947.

In 1958 Francis Biddle informed the National Park Service that the Advisory

Committee to the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission had recommended

the same site for the Roosevelt Memorial. Superintendent Harry T. Thompson

of National Capital Parks told him that the site was taken and that "substantial

69
funds" had been committed to the garden project. Thompson and National Park

Service Director Conrad L. Wirth, inspired by the literal meaning of the name

"Roosevelt", suggested that with the addition of a statue or other memorial

feature the National Rose Garden could become the Roosevelt Memorial.70 The

Memorial Commission did not adopt this suggestion, and both the National

Capital Planning Commission and the Congress assented to use of the site for

a memorial of undefined form.

There was some thought, prior to the design competition and in later years,

that a rose garden might be a subsidiary feature in the vicinity of the memorial

But amid the great controversy over the Pedersen-Tilney design, Wirth's pro-

posal of a garden as the principal feature gained support. The bills introduced

69Letter, June 20, 1958, NCP-WNRC.

70Memorandum, Wirth to Secretary of the Interior (Stewart L. Udall), July 30, 1963,
NCP; Interview, Wirth, Oct. 13, 1972.
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by Representative McDowell and Senator Douglas in 1961, while not specifying

a garden of roses, were compatible with this concept. Chairman William H.

Waters, Jr., of the District of Columbia Recreation Board urged a "simple

stone marker" surrounded by a rose garden at the House hearing on the Keogh

resolution in 1962.71 With rejection of both the Pedersen-Tilney and the

Breuer plans, a garden came increasingly to appear the best alternative.

The Washington Star reflected this sentiment:

Our suggestion is that (the Memorial Commission) push in some
direction other than another variation of concrete slabs...

, A lovely garden or some similar facility might be quite fjsting,
to the memory of the man no less than to the park itself.

After ten years of monumental thinking, the Memorial Commission gave in

- and endorsed the concept of a rose garden with statue on May 13, 1970.

Eugene Keogh stated "This seems to be the proposal that meets with the

least resistancet 73

The Roosevelt children were contacted and brought into agreement with this

plan. 74. If it did not inspire wild enthusiasm, the proposal also aroused

no opposition. The Washington Post expressed the general attitude:

By all means let us plant a rose garden to honor the memory of Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, as the FDR Memorial Commission now suggests. Like
sending flowers when one can't think of a more personal gift; it is
surely a proper, ple~~ant, somewhat noncommittal and thus noncontro-
versial thing to do.

71Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, Hearings, p. 69.
72"Instant Confusion" (editorial), Feb. 4, 1967, p. A4.
73„Rose Garden and a Statue are Planned as Memorial to Franklin Roosevelt",

New York Times, Sept. 15, 1970, p. 22.
74Letter, Rep. Frank Thompson, Jr., to Chairman B. Everett Jordan, Senate Rules

Committee, Aug. 18, 1970, S. Rept. No. 91-1131 To Accompany H.R. 15351,
91st Cong., 2nd Sess., p. 2.

75"A Rose Garden to Honor FDR" (editorial), Sept. 19, 1970, p. A18.



The Memorial Commission receiyed, authorization that September for an

additional $75,QOO beyond the $285,0OQ appropri@ted and spent since 1957,

priQr tq House passage of this legislation Representa,tiye Thompson assured :

the w4tchfwl Representative H.R, Gross that thi& would ,be the Fommission,!s 1
last such request; he would "ngt be back tp the flggr for further hguse,
keeping moneys without a final and a,bsolute Tind ac,coptgble design," 76
Befqre the House Interior Approprigtigns #.wbcommitte@ gn April 89, 1971,
Chairman Eugene J. Keogh gf the Memgrial Commission (09 longer in Congress)
was asked by Representative Jl,1110 Butler Hansen Qf Wafhington when firm plan,5
..

for the rese garden wawld be forthcoming, "Without ettempting 19 Fommit myself
speclfic#lly, I WQ.Uld hope that within the fiscol ye@r 197,2 Ve ?hofld ~e well·
pn our way·u~ he replied.77 In Morch 197,2 Keogh regppgared before Reprosentaltive

.

Harisen's Subcommittee to. request oppropriation of the ,bol@ng,e gf the $74,QOO;
$27,000 of his request, he said, was "expected tg cgver thQ Rreliminary design

that we will then have to take tp the Fine' Arts Cpmmissign for approval ond
56 forth.U78

in fact the. $75,000 would coygr little mgre than the CRornission'$ administrative

6*pendes. Aware of this, Keogh had @sked the Secret@ry gf th@ Interior for

planning and design assistanoe early in 1971: Notion@1 P#rk §eryice Director
Gecirge B. Hartgog, Jr, , estimating the go* of @ preliminar¥ plan at $150,QQQ
(later revised tg $175,000), told Keggh thot legislAtipn would be reqyirod to

76P.L, 91-398, 84 Stat, 837, Sept: 8, 197Qi 110 0#ng. RBS, 24960: See Appendix H,
77Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1972, Hearings

before a Subcommittee of the qommittee on Approbriations, Hoqse bf Representatives
92nd Cong., 1st Sess:, Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission, Part 5, p. 4

78Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1973, Hearinds
before a Subcommittee gn the CQmmittee gn Approp'riationsi House Qf Representatives

. 92'nd Cgng,, 2nd Sess,, Fre~nklin Delano Rogs*ye'It Memoriol FommiTsion, Part 3, p. 71
.

.
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authorize Interior involvement. A resolution to this end -- with no
appropriation limit -- passed Congress and was approved by President

Nixon on June 30, 1972.79

Keogh formally requested Interior assistance on July 18, asking that the

Secretary initiate steps to obtain a $175,000 supplemental appropriation fc

planning and design of the Roosevelt Memorial. The reply by Assistant

Director J. Leonard Norwood of the National Park Service promised that the

Service would include this amount in its next budget submission. The

resRonse of the Service to the Memorial Commission, on October 6, 1972,
was not particularly encouraging:

As of this time, there is no amount in the 1974 budget identified
for the Department of the Interior participation in this project.
If we are unable to include the86mount in 1974, we will give the
project high priority for 1975.

79Letter, Hartzog to Keogh, April 28, 1971, NCP; P.L. 92-332, 86 Stat. 401.
See Appendix I.

80Letter, Acting Director Manus J. Fish, Jr., National Capital Parks, to Keogh, 1
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THE PRESENT DESIGN CONCEPT (1974-1975)
In 1974 the Department of the Interior budget provided the $175,000

needed to seek the submission of new designs. Seven firms were asked to

submit. proposals for the planning and design of the FDR Memorial in March,

1974. The seven firms were: Sasaki, Dawson & Dema y; Zion.& Breen; John

Carl Warnecke; Ed Stone, Jr.; Eric Gugler and Walter Kain Associates;

Smith Kermin; and Lawrence Halprin & Associates.

Each firm was asked to present a design concept in graphic form and to

trespond to the following criteria:
a) The design should include "a formal water feature. . . as a focal point"

- b) The design should include "a statue, bas relief, head or some

suitable sculpture of the former President."

c) There would be "no visitor facility structure, amphi theater, or

similar type of gathering place to detract from a contemplative
memorial atmosphere."

d) Roses would be "the featured plant of the Memorial".

Each design was to be submitted by April 12, 1974 and formal presentations
were to be made the following m6nth to the FDR Memorial Commission and the

National Park Service.

The chosen design was that of Lawrence Halprin & Associates. It was basically

a sculptured, three-dimensional earth form occupying a site close to the
Tidal Basin toward the eastern end of West Potomac Park. The design was

intended to create an environment into which the visitor would be invited
to enjoy peac and contemplation. It was further to evoke qualities that
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Lawrence Halprin felt were central to FDR's character:

Dignity without aloofness

Compassion and concern for people

Simplicity and straightforwardness

Love of nature

Strength in adversity

Warmth.

They met the stated criteria in this way. Water was represented in four

springs, symbolizing the Four Freedoms, in reflecting pools and fountains

that would engage the senses and invite contemplation. Water would be

central to the memorial as it has been in FDR's life. Roses were to be

an integral element in the design and not set apart in a formal garden.

They were to be a part of design which relied heavily on living materials.

Hard materials and architectonic forms would be used only to support those

living elements used to create a contemplative landscapd. The memorial wou

not be monumental; rather it was central to Halprin's concept that it be

experiential.

Expanding on the design, Halprin stated he would severely limit parking in

relation to the memorial. He felt that the entire West Potomac Park should

be given over to people. The design provided walkway access from the Linco

Washington and Jefferson Memorials. However, vehicular access, via Ohio Dr

would be provided for tourmobiles and for the handicapped.
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People would be an essential part of the memorial which Halprin hoped would

be "literally ... a living testament to the memo ry of President Roosevelt".
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C) CRITERIA FOR THE PRESENT CONCEPT

As a result of being selected, Lawrence Halprin & Associates were put

under contract early in 1975. Their initial task, for delivery by

June 30, 1975 and review by the FDR Memorial Commission thereafter, was

to provide "working sketches" recording the progress of the design and
and environmental assessment of that design (which this document
represents).

Criteria for this design concept were spelled out in the contract

and are reproduced in full below. Many of these criteria were derived

from the experiences, both positive and negative, of the previous
competitions.

The criteria were as follows:

A. Produce "working sketches" related to guideline program for the

purpose of discussion with the various commissions and agencies
as indicated below in item B.

B. Consultation will be required for the purpose of obtaining design

restraints and criteria with the following:
1. Skidmore, Owings and Merrill

2. The concessioners

3. The staff of the National Park Service

4. The staff of the Commission of Fine Arts

5. The staff of the National Capital Planning Commission

6. The staff of the D.C. Highway Department
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7, Tho State Historic Preservntion Office

8, Tho Secre'tary's Advisory Commltima on Monuments

All consultation will be arpanged through the National Park

Service

C. Guideline Program for the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial:

1. Site: A site on any portion of the 67 plus or minus acres .

comprising that part of West Potomac Park in the District of

Columbia which lies between Independence Avenue, N.W,, and

the inlet bridge. A maximum of 27 acres has been designated

as the site for the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Park.

2, Cost Limitation; To be determined upon review of the concep-

tual design in a subsequent phase of work.

3. Design: The memorial design and alternate studies must be

in harmony with the existing park-like setting and retain a

maximum opportunity for organized park activities, It should

be a passive concept carrying out the character of West Poromac

Park, and should be in scale and not in competition with

the adjacent monuments and memorials.

4. Water: A water feature will be included as a focal point

in the design of the memorial with a statue, bas relief, head

or some suitable sculpture of the former President as an integra

part of that feature.

5, No Structures: There will be no visitor facility structure,

amphitheater, comfort stations, maintenance facilities, or

similar type structures or gathering places to detract from

the quiet contemplative memortal atmosphere sought here.

There will ~be no parking ar~ provided.
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6. Feature Plant: Roses will be the feature plant of the memorial

with a confirmed promise of up to 20,000 plants to be donated

by the American Nurseryman's Association. However, the design

of the memorial is not limited to the use of roses exclusively.

7. Accessibility: All of the memorial will be readily accessible

to the handicapped.

8. Additional consideration shall be given, but not necessarily

limited to the following:

a. Tourmobile route and stops

b. Vehicular traffic

c. Pedestrian traffic

d. Existing and proposed comfort, food, rest and recreation

facilities.
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2, DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT
A. EXISTING GEOLOGY AND SOILS

West Potomac Park resulted from the placing of dredge material taken fromthe Potomac by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in the last decade ofthe 19th Century. The dredging took place during efforts to clearchannels in the river and the fill material was placed on a bar thathad existed-at least since 1791 as Jefferson indicates it on his planfor Washington.

Depth to bedrock ( a green-gray micaceous schist) from elevation zero(D.C. Datum) is in the range of 25 to 40 feet. The material overhalingbedrock in West Potomac Park is generally unconsolidated silty clay ofalluvial origin, but some sand lenses were apparent in 7-foot deep pitsdug this spring. In areas where construction activity has been concen-trated since the World War I, 'urban soils' containing a high proportionof debris and generally of abnormal ph value and density can be expected.(See memo re: meeting with N.C.P. soil scientist, James Patterson,Appendix C ).

Most of the soils that have historically been under grass or planting areof moderate to good fertility, although those at the Tidal Basin andPotomac peripheries are subject to flooding and seasonal high water table.

It will be necessary in the near future to undertake detailed soil
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surveys and to ascertain water table characteristics. National

Capitol Parks staff have coordinated with the U.S. Department of

Agriculture Soil Conservation Service in the preliminary surveys

and have indicated their willingness to continue these efforts.

B. HYDROLOGY AND FLOODING

Since its creation, West Potomac Park has been subject to flooding and

despite continuing efforts to raise and stabilize the sea wall, espec-

ially in the period 1900-1915 , the site is still periodically inundated.

Design flood level is set at elevation 15. Since 75% of the site is below

this elevation, major flooding is conceivable although historically only

the lower sections (below elevation 10) on the Potomac and Tidal Basin

peripheries have in fact been affected.

Flooding is sometimes exacerbated when high tides combine with high

flood stages and high winds. Mitigative measures to prevent flooding

would require the sea wall to be elevated considerably from its present

average elevation of 5.0 feet.

C. PLANT MATERIALS

All the planting in West Potomac Park has taken place in the last 70

years, yet much of the stock still dates from 1905-1915. Included

in this original planting stock are the Japanese Cherries (Prunus

J
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yedoensis) , 1800 of which were planted around the Tidal Basin in 1912.

The cherries have been subject to many bouts of stress during their life-
time - principally from vandalism and from flooding. Many are not
entirely healthy. Whenever a Cherry has died, however, it has been
replaced and the spring show of blossoms is as memorable a site as ever.
For the purposes of this study we were unable to ascertain the exact
number of cherries extant in West Potomac Park but they number in the
many hundreds and are the most prolific genus.

Next in number and in importance is the American Elm (Ulmus ameri cana)
of which there are around 100 in West Potomac Park. Like the Cherries
they have been the object of a great deal of stress (although they were
originally selected for their hardiness as well as their grandeur) and
in this case stress has been the result of Dutch Elm Disease, windblow
(crowning) and of root damage as a result of soil compaction. Many Elms
have been lost and many others show signs of ill health (see figure 3).
But their number has remained stable thanks to a vigorous program of
treatment of structural damage and of Dutch Elm Disease; and through
a program of replacement by disease-resistant species and varieties.
Thus the Elm population includes magnificent old and mature specimens,
and replacements 3 to 15 years old.

Other Elm species planted in West Potomac Park include Smooth Leaf
(carpinfolia), Scotch (glabila) Dutch (hollandica) and English
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(procera). Disease resistant varieties of the American

Elm planted recently include a number from the 'Princeton

Clone'.

There are 38 genus of trees recorded on the site. These

are listed below. Notable among them because of their

success or rarity are the Amur Cork (Phellodendron amurense ),

Japanese Raisin (Hovenia dulcis ), American Holly (Ilex

opaca), Ash (Fraxinus Sp.), Oak (Quercus Sp.) and Sweetgum

(Liquidamber styraciflua).

Other genus are doing less well on the site and include

Dogwood (Cornus florida) , Catalpa (Catalpa Sp.), Canadian

Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis ) and Norway Spruce (Picea albis ).

A number of shrubs occur at certain locations on the site

and most appear extremely healthy. Chief among these are

Camelia.

The balance of the site is planted in grass, which despite

heavy use does well and affords large areas for formal and

informal recreation.

Trees listed as being in West Potomac Park in March, 1960
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were:

GENUS AND SPECIES COMMON NAME
1. Ulmus americana American Elm
2. Prunus yedoensis Japanese Flowering Cherry
3. Ilex opaca American Holly
4. Cornus florida Flowering dogwood
5. Robinia psuedoacacia Black locust
6. Acer platanoides Norway Maple
7. Aesculus hippocastanum Horse Chestnut
8. Betula nigra Catalpa
9. Cladrastis lutea Yellowwood

10. Catalpa sp. Catalpa
11. Fagus sylvatica European Beech
12. Fraxinus quadrangulata Blue Ash
13. Fraxinus sp. Ash

14. Fraxinus Ash
15. Ginkgo biloba Maidenhair Tree
16. Hovenia dulcis Japanese Raisintree
17. Juglans regia Persian Walnut
18. Liquidambar styraciflua Sweetgum
19. Morus rubra Red Mulberry
20. Morus alba White Mulberry
21. Phellodendron amurense Amur Corktree
22. Picea abies Norway Spruce

1
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23. Populus sp. Poplar

24. Quercus alba White Oak
25. Quercus borealis Red Oak
26. Quercus sp: Oak
27. Quercus sp. Oak

28. Salix babylonica Weeping Willow
29. Salix nigra Black Willow

30. Tsuga canadensis Canadian Hemlock
31. Ulmus carpinifolia Smooth Leaf Elm
32. Ulmus glabra Scotch Elm

33. Ulmus hollandica Dutch Elm
34. Ulmus procera English Elm

35. Quercus alba White Oak

36. Tilia sp. Linden

37. Tilia americana American Linden
38. Juglans nigra Black Walnut
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D) CLIMATE

The climate of the site can be differentiated from that of the Mall

and of Washington only in small measure. Any microclimatic variation

in West Potomac Park is a function of one or combination of the followin

factors--proximity to the Potomac River and the Tidal Basin, proximity t

roads (and resultant heat and pollution emissions from vehicles) and
relationship to topography and plant material masses.

None of these potential microclimatic zones has been identified on
the site as the research necessary to identify them was not possible
to date. At this point these zones could only be inferred, thus

discussion of climate here will be confined to recorded data derived
from Washington National Airport which is in close proximity to West

Potomac Park and has a similar relationship to the Potomac.

The daily record of weather for 1974 is summarized in Figure 4 below.

1974 was a considerably warmer year than normal with average monthly
temperature 1.5IF higher than usual. April through September

diurnal maximums exceeded 900 and in June through September diurnal

mean temperatures were consistently in the 70 to BOIF range. July

recorded the highest diurnal maximum of 96'F and the highest diurnal

mean of 79OF.

February was the coldest month with a diurnal mean of 39.20 (1.90

higher than normal) and a minimum of 180. Nevertheless the same month

recorded a diurnal maximum of 750. January through April and October
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through December recorded diurnal minimums of below freezing and

April reached only 330.

Precipitation was spread relatively evenly over the year with monthly

totals for March, May, August, September, and December exceeding 4".

August was the wettest month with 5.77" a figure due in large part to

the number of thunderstorms in the month (eleven in all). Snow was

hardly a factor in 1974 precipitation with only 7 days on which

it was recorded (all in January and February). Total precipitation

for the year was 36.01".

Most winds are west north westerly or south westerly and range

averages from 7.0 m.p.h. in Julyto 10.2 m.p.h. in February. Strongest

winds in 1974 were easterly at 42 m.p.h. (December) southwesterly and

northwesterly at 35 m.p.h. (February and March).

Much of the year Washington's skies are cloudy and overcast and 1974

was no exception. January received only 28% of potential sunshine

and October recorded the maximum of 74%.
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TEMPERATURE (OF) ·PRECIPITATION WIND (M.P.H.) SUNSHINE
1974 MAX.- MIN. AVERAGE DEPARTURE i IN INCHES , . AVE-BAGE , DIRECTI.QN_- , FASTEST DIR. 1 % POSSIBLE

JANUARY 75 22 42.9 +7.3 2.60 ' 7.6 NNW 29 ·NW 28

FEBRUARY 75 18 39.2 +1.9 0.95 ~ 10.2 NNW 35 SW l 58

MARCH 80 25 49.2 +4.1 4.21 10_. 1 NNW 35 SW 58
!

APRIL 91 33 58.3 +1.9 2.26 10.0 W 27 NW 68

MAY - - _ 92 -39 65.1 -1.1 4.37 8.6 WSW 32 NW  : 59
1-

8.5 SSE 23 SW 57JUNE 93 55 71.5 -3.1 3.40 . . 1.

1
JULY 96 61 19.0 +0.3 1.-1.5- ' 7.0 WSW 29 NW J 67

l

AUGUST 93 69 78.4 +1.3 5.77 1 7.4.- - S 34 SW 1 51
-

1

SEPTEMBER 91 45 70.2 -0.4 4.39 8.2 W 28 NW 61

OCTOBER 80 30 57.3 -2.5 1.13 8.0 W 27 NW 74

1
NOVEMBER 86 23 50.9 +2.9 1.29 9.6 W 30 NW 55

DECEMBER 63 27 43.1 +5.7 4.43 8.8 NW 42 E 43

TOTAL 36.01



E. EXISTING LAND USE

There is only one designation other than circulation that
the site can be given in terms of land use and that is
recreation. However, West Potomac Park ranks with other
great parks in that it is one of the most frequently and
intensely used areas in the nation. Such is the demand
on the formal sports facilities offered that National
Capitol Parks were forced to institute a reservation system.

Most highly used are the softball and soccer fields of
which there are five and two respectively. In addition
there is a rugby/football field and a Polo Field which
on occasion doubles up as a horse training and review
area. It is quite apparent that all these uses have, in
the last 10-15 years, become very highly identified with
West Potomac Park.

When not in formal use the entire park is utilized for
more unstructured activities such as picnicking, frisbeeing
and for just plain relaxation.

Recently National Capitol Parks, long recognizing the
lack of public conveniences on the Mall in West Potomac
Park outside tourism and recreation, moved to construct
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several Comfort Stations. One of these structures was
placed at the Eastern end of the site between West Basin
Drive and the Cherry Walk and adjacent to a Tourmobile
stop. The comfort station meets an important need and
apart from two small Japanese temples on the Cherry Walk
constitutes the only structure on the site.
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F. EXISTING CIRCULATION

Vehicular: The section of West Potomac Park designated

by Congress for the FDR Memorial site is in effect bounded

by three roads. To the north is Independence Avenue, a

heavily travelled thoroughfare that carries many commuters
to and from the Arlington Memorial Bridge. To the East

is West Basin Drive, which acts as a connector between the

Inlet Bridge, linking East and West Potomac Parks and

Independence Avenue which it joins at Kutz Bridge. To

the west is Ohio Drive, which is essentially a connector

between Independence Avenue (at the Lincoln Memorial) and

the Inlet Bridge. It also serves to provide access to

East Potomac Park, to the Jefferson Memorial and to the

N.C.P. and Park Police Headquarters.

Independence Avenue is an at-grade roadway with three

traffic lanes in each direction separated by a wide median

strip throughout most of its length. Traffic lights are

located at 14th, 15th, and 23rd Streets.

In their design hearing information brochure on their

environmental statement (March, 1972) for the South Leg

of interstate 695, D.C. Dept. of Highways and Traffic

stated, "The density of through traffic in West Potomac
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Park has become progressively greater. Traffic has

increased from an average of 48,000 vehicles per day

in 1960 to 67,000 vehicles daily in 1970 on Independence

Avenue in the vicinity of Kutz Bridge. In the past

four years, over 400 accidents have occurred and over

50 persons have suffered bodily injury.

Further increases in this traffic flow -- inevitable in

light of the Washington area's rapid population growth --

will exert additional strain on the roadway capacity and

will conflict still more with the use of this monument

area as a park attraction."

The temporal distribution of traffic on Independence

Avenue reveals a phenomenon that is generally overlooked.

Two-thirds of the total traffic volume occurs during

twenty nonpeak hours of the day. In September 1972, it

was determined through a traffic survey conducted by the

Department of Highways and Traffic that traffic volumes

exceed two thousand vehicles per hour for each hour of

the thirteen hour period between 7 AM and 8 PM. The

distribution of traffic over a 24-hour period is shown

in Figure 7 . Figure 7 also shows that the peak hour

is from 8 AM to 9 AM. Average speed on Independence
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Avenue during off-peak hours is thirty-five miles per

hour and thirty miles per hour during peak hours.

Accurate portrayal of the origins, destinations, and

purposes of vehicular travel on Independence would nec-

essitate a survey of motorists on that facility. Enough

is known, however, from origin and destination surveys
and other data from the transportation planning process
to describe these characteristics of travel for the high-
way network as a whole, which, in general, depicts the
use of a specific link in the system such as Independence

Avenue.*

In the vicinity of the FDR Memorial site traffic volumes

on Independence Avenue were in the order of 39,500 per day

(average daily traffic) and while not as high as else-

where, represent a sufficient number of vehicles to be

considered a continuous "wall of steel" between the two

sections of the park.

*Final environmental statement, interstate 695, South Leg

by D.C. Department of Highways and Traffic
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Ohio Drive and West Basin Drive carry considerably less traffic,
i.e. 2,400 and between 1,800 and 2,300 vehicles per average day
(1971) respectively. They are much more important in terms of the
free parking they provide both tourists and commuters utilizing the
Mall and the offices and other buildins adjacent to the Mall.

Figure 6 illustrates that West Basin Drive is one way westward

while Ohio Drive is two way on the western end of the site and

one way on the eastern end. They are linked midway on the site by

an unnamed connector road that is one way.

Tourmobile: The Tourmobile traverses West Potomac Park in the loop

it takes from the Washington and Jefferson Monuments en route to the

Lincoln Monument. It makes two stops within West Potomac Park - one

at the confort station on West Basin Drive and one at approximately

the midpoint of the Cherry Walk. The Tourmobile presently follows a

clockwise path in this loop, entering West Potomac Park at the Inlet

Bridge, following West Basin Drive and crossing to Ohio Drive to

travel westward to the Lincoln Memorial.

Pedestrian: One of the nation's most renowned walks is contained

within West Potomac Park. This is, of course, the Cherry Walk along

the Tidal Basin periphery of the site.
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Despite the difficulty and even danger in negotiating the walk it

remains heavily used especially when the cherries are in bloom in

spring. During the rest of the year it is used primarily by fisher-

men and by tourists walking between the Lincoln or Washington

Monument and the Jefferson Monument. Annual use is 1.3 million people.

Other walks, as indicated in Figure 6, follow the alignments of the

roads and give access to the banks of the Potomac. These paths are

heavily used year round by joggers as well as by tourists.

Bicycle and Bridal: The last formal bridal path was removed from the

park several years ago and riders of both horses and bicycles must

compete with joggers and pedestrians for use of pathways.
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G) SUB AREA RELATIONSHIPS

No part of the FDR Memorial site is more than 6000 feet from the Lincoll

and Jefferson Memorials and the Washington Monument which between them

entertained 5,110,000 visitors in 1971. In addition the Cherry Walk

attracted 1,310,000 visitors in the same year. Thus the FDR Memorial

site must expect heavily pedestiran traffic both in terms of spin off

from visitation to the established memorials as well as a result of

visitors specifically seeking out the FDR Memorial itself.

The site, which is a total of 167 acres, must further continue to

accommodate the hundreds of thousands who utilize it for recreation.

National Park Service in their 1976 Development Plan for the Mall

indicate some augmentation of pedestrian walks to better link the FDR

Memorial site to the Lincoln Memorial, to the Washington Monument,

and to the Mall in general.

The plan retains access across the Inlet Bridge to the Jefferson

Memorial and continues Tourmobile service along West Basin and Ohio

Drives linking the Jefferson Memorial to West Potomac Park and to

the Lincoln Memorial. N.P.S. also suggests an alternate Tourmobile

route that would provide better access from West Potomac Park to the

Washington Monument and the eastern end of the Reflecting Pool.
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H. RELATIONSHIP OF FDR MEMORIAL TO THE PLAN FOR THE CITY
OF WASHINGTON AND THE MALL

The existing plan for the Mall is being undertaken by
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill (S.O.M.) (Figure 13, pg. 69). National

Capitol Parks have reviewed the 1976 development plan
with members of S.O.M.'s staff and have related the
design for the FDR Memorial to it. , However, in terms of
the location of the Memorial on the West Potomac Park site
and in relation to other key elements in "monumental
Washington" it was found to be necessary to not only
relate to S.O.M.'s plan but also to get back to and to

understand the very beginnings of plans for the city.
The following historic review of planning for Washington
is in part excerpted from the National Capitol Planning

Commission's report entitled "L'Enfant's Methods and

Features of his plan for the Federal City" (from the
annual report, National Capitol Park and Planning Commission,

1930). The report in fact does not confine itself to

L'Enfant's efforts but reviews the history of planning

from 1791 to 1930 to include reference to Jefferson,

Ellicott and McMillan.

As far as can be ascertained, L'Enfant had begun planning

the "Federal City" for President Washington in early 1791,



the same year in which Jefferson had put down his ideas

in plan form. The general confusion following L'Enfant's

dismissal and the loss of early designs which would allow

us to fully understand the changes Washington demanded make

it difficult to evaluate L'Enfant's work. However, the

general framework of criteria to which he was responding in

the plan included topography and drainage,roads and existing

circulation. He undertook major surveys of the elements

of the site of the city and dovetailed these into a design

that drew in large part on the plan of Le Notre for Versailles

(1746) and that of Evelyn for London. Fitting his grand

design to the site necessitated considerable compromise,

but before his fall from grace L'Enfant had effected on

paper much of a design that has been handed down to us

essentially as conceived in "the map of dotted lines"

(1791) , Figure 9.

Given the confusing situation that resulted from the con-

flicts between L'Enfant and the first president it is

difficult to evaluate the influence on L'Enfant of the

work of Thomas Jefferson. Certainly Jefferson was working

at the same time as L'Enfant (1791) and laid out his plan,

as did L'Enfant, in response to existing topography and

roads. Jefferson laid down a regular grid for the entire
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city, parts of which he designated "to be laid in the

future". Within this grid he placed the major federal

functions north of Tiber Creek, with the "President's

House" marking one end of an east-west axis, and the

Capitol occupying the other. He, unlike L'Enfant,

recognizes the FDR Memorial site and designates it "Mud

Flat" , Figure 8.

L'Enfant set the "Congress House', the "Presidents' House",

City Hall and the present site of the Washington Monument

as the major hubs from which the major avenues would

radiate. Further these would be sited on higher ground or,

in the case of the latter, on a peninsula in the Potomac.

This basic geometry is readily apparent in later plans

and in the existing layout of Washington. It was to

L'Enfant's long-forgotten plan that the McMillan Commission

would return over a century later.

The executed plan of Washington was to be completed by

Ellicott and was presented in graphic form in 1800. Ellicott's

plan represents only a slight modification of L'Enfant's

work, that demanded by George Washington. Ellicott

responded to Washington's demands by accepting some and

rejecting others and thereby probably derived a more
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successful plan. Chief among the changes was the realign-

ment of Massachusetts Avenue. In addition he was able

to restore to the plan some of the items Washington had

wanted to delete. In this respect Ellicott's drawing

represents L'Enfant's plan in its most complete form.

Ellicott, like L'Enfant, took no account of the present

FDR Memorial site. (Figure 10)

Overall planning for Washington underwent a period of

relative dormancy between 1800 and 1900, although there

was much isolated activity and the future site of West

Potomac Park and the FDR Memorial site figured in terms

of the repeated efforts to tame the unruly Potomac and

its shoals and to construct a viable bridge across the

river. The construction of the Long Bridge in 1809 caused

major changes in the flow of the Potomac and resulted in

major silting in the channels vital for navigation in the

river and for the commercial survival of Georgetown and

the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal.

It is not appropriate here to detail the history of these

actions and for a full history of events reference should

be made to Gordon Chapell's "East and West Potomac Parks:

A History" (Historic Preservation Team, National Park
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Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, June 1973).

In his introduction Chapell states, "The reclamation of

the land now known as Potomac Park was an incidental by-

product of dredging the river after the Civil War, for

by 1800 the Army Corps of Engineers could find no other

place to dispose of the silt removed in the dredging."

At the time its eventual use as a park was not anticipated

and in 1895 an attempt in Congress to have the land

declared a public park was defeated. However, in 1897,

after many struggles, the land was declared Potomac Park

and in 1900 Colonel Thomas Bingham's "Design for the Mall"

included designation of parts of the park in a parade ground
while in another location he placed a lily pond. In

creating the land the engineers also formed the Tidal Basin

and in the center of this Bingham suggested a water jet

as an adjunct to the park. (Figure 11)

None of Bingham's specific proposals were effected; however,
as a result of a cost estimate he submitted to Congress

for improvements the first appropriation to the park of
$70,000 was committed.

Chapell continues, "The overall plan to be followed in

Potomac Park was dictated by the United States Senate in
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the report of the Senate Committee on the District of

Columbia submitted on January 15, 1902, and vigorously

promoted by Senator James MEMillan. This vast and com-

prehensive elaboration of the supplement to the original

city plan of Pierre L'Enfant was never to be followed in

its entirery, but virtually all of its major features were

adopted, although with some modifications. Minor details

of the development of the interior of Potomac Park were

not spelled out, but the plan did specify locations on

both the east-west axis and north-south axis, terminating

in West Potomac Park, as sites for major memorials, the

one at the end of the east-west axis to honor Abraham

Lincoln, the other left for future decision. In time these

two aspects of the plan were fulfilled in the building of

the Lincoln and Jefferson Memorials, but most of the details

of the McMillan Plan were never fully carried out. And

certainly the immediate planning and development was left

to the Corps of Engineers."

An important element of the McMillan Commission's reconstruc-

tion of L'Enfant's Plan involved creation of what will be

referred to as the 'Kite Plan'. In this plan Maryland Avenue

was extended onto a section of land adjacent to the Tidal

Basin where were to be housed an aggregation of memorials
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and a formal pond. The pond was to lie at the location

of the present forecourt of the Jefferson Memorial and

was, further, to be on axis with the White House and

Washington Monument. (Figures 12 and 13)

Elsewhere an avenue was to be extended south-southeast

from the present site of the Lincoln Memorial to a point

in West Potomac Park where it intersected another avenue

running west-northwest from the present site of the

Jefferson Memorial. This point was directly south of

and was a mirror image of the intersection of New York and

Virginia Avenues north of Constitution Avenue. Both

locations have since been regarded to have had high potential

as memorial sites but neither has been utilized up to this

time. In facts the northern point was lost as a result of

highway development and the southern point in Potomac Park

is marked by a Tourmobile stop.

The MCMillan Commission also attempted to reconstitute

L'Enfant's plan in other ways - by placing the reflecting

pool (to include a transverse pool which was never built)

and by generally formalizing the intersection points of major

axes.
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Much of the McMillan Commission's plan has been achieved

and the Mall is considered by most as being an integral

and worthy part of the nation's capital. Much of the

credit for this transformation and for the achievements

of the last 70 years must go to three agencies who have,

among others, monitored and managed its development.

First, and a direct outgrowth of the Commission, is the

National Capitol Planning Commission (formerly the National

Capitol Park & Planning Commission) which was established

primarily to carry forward the 1902 plan. Second is the

Arts Commission, and third, National Capital Parks of the

National Park Service, which since 1933 has had the major

role in management and development of the Mall. Presently

the two executive agencies often act in an advisory role

to National Capital Parks, the one setting decision making

on the Mall in the broader planning context of the city,

the other ensuring design excellence in any development

on the Mall.

The activities of these agencies in the period 1902-75

have been legion. In West Potomac Park and around the

TIdal Basin this period saw them undertake decisions to .

build the seawall and roads (1902-06); to plant large

,
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numbers of trees, including 1800 Japanese Cherries, the

gift of the Japanese people in 1912; to construct the
Lincoln Memorial (1914-21), the reflecting pool (1922),

the Ericson Memorial (1916-25) and the Jefferson Memorial

(1934-47). Lesser and often less auspicious activities

have included erection of temporary wartime buildings in
the park, some of which lasted from 1918 to 1970! Overall

however, under the aegis of National Capital Parks, West

Potomac Park has grown into an extremely valuable resource

for Washingtonians and only development representing an

expansion of this resource would be regraded favorably by
them.

In the last decade master planning for the entire Mall to

include West Potomac Park has been undertaken by the National

Park Service with their consultants Skidmore, Owings and

Merrill. The initial plan was approved in 1966 and has been

updated to reflect developments for the Bicentennial.

The 1976 development plan for the Mall (Figure 13), represents

both the implementation of the McMillan Plan and some of the

more recent achievements and proposals such as the Air and

Space Museum, the National Sculpture Garden, the Hirschorn

Museum, the Constitution Gardens and the renovation of the

Mall from Third Street to 14th Street.
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Overlay of the AcMillan '$ite Plan' on the N.P.S, 1976

development plan indicates graphically both what has and
has not been achieved in the interim and what modifications
were dictated during construction. See Figure 13 .

For example, W¥t Potomac Park had been selected, by tbe

Commission, as the site for a major memoriol to Abraham

Lincoln which was to be located at the west end of un
extension of the old mall, on an axis with the Capitol anq
the Washinyton Monument. The precise location was deter-

mined by t4e fact that the Washington Monument had not,

as L<Enfant desired, been built at the intersectipn Of
the east-vest and north-south axes, but somewhat southeast

' of that point, thus throwing out of balance the geometrig@l
precision of the plan of the city. To take this dberration

into accowqt it wps necessary to build the Lincoln Memori~l

a short distance south of what should have been its location.

Thus it wgs located at the end of a line through the Wash-

ington Mo84ment te the center of the Capitol Dome, but

it was not truly due.west of the Capitol.

The McMillqn Plan ha specified tbat, "Where the axis

of the White House i tersects the axis of Maryland Avenue
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a site is found for a great memorial. Whether this

memorial shall take form of a Pantheon, in which shall

be grouped the statues of the illustrious men of the

nation, or whether the memory of some individual shall
be honored by a monument of the first rank may be left

to the future; at least the site will be ready."

While the Jefferson Memorial now generally occupies that

site none of the modifications to the Tidal Basin or

extensions to Maryland Avenue took place.

Thus in 1975 the L'Enfant geometry is very much in evidence

in Washington and on the Mall even though it has been

compromised at times. Yet within West Potomac Park it

is manifested only in the short avenue running south-

southeast from the Lincoln Memorial to Independence Avenue.
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3, DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL; OF ITS IMPACTS, ADVERSE
EFFECTS; OF MITIGATING MEASURES; AND OF ALTERNATIVES,
A) THE PROPOSAL

National Capitol Parks proposes to create a memorial
made up of a series of many faceted experiences.

There is significant historic precedent and reasoning behind
this concept. The great monuments of past times--the Acropolis,
Delphi, the Ise Shrine--all possessed three qualities with
which National Capitol Parks proposed to invest the
memorial.

First these monuments were profoundly symbolic of their time,
of their people and culture.

Second, they were accretive, cumulative spatial experiences in
which qualities and varieties of spaces supported and were
interrelated with one another, and each space was imbued with
its own special significance which added to the total environment.

Thirdly, the memorials were places where people remained over
periods of time in order to experience their unique qualities.
It took time to climb the Acropolis and to gain the sanctum of
the Parthenon, to achieve the temple of Delphi, to penetrate to
the inner shrine at Ise.

1
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Often the last cumulative "piece" of these great experiences

has not been used as the simulacrum of memorials. .Thus, a

beautiful four square classical temple sheltering an imposing
space, a sculpture, or an incised meassage often has been

separated from all the other experiences of the memorial environ-
ment and these were, therefore, required to carry the symbolic

burden alone.

National Capitol Parks propose that the design for the

Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial be a complete experience

and, instead of one isolated symbol, that it emphasize the qualities
which only experience over time can create. The proposal is to

make a memorial whose qualities are primarily experiential

rather than purely visual--one which is evocative, involving and

appropriate for all ages and for all people.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt possessed the ability to project

and convey powerful images. His charisma was more than that of

his own personality; it was linked to ideas, to devotion,-to

ideals and people--of relationships to people and action for

people. He took stands and was positively engaged at all times.

He was a powerful leader in the fights against poverty at home

and against tyranny abroad.

It is proposed that the Memorial should convey the sense of
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F.D.R.'s physical presence as an individual, as a family man

and as a leader of his county and of the Free World--the

Memorial should convey this presence on the long stone wall

through carvings, bas reliefs, full sculpture in the round.

It is proposed that it evoke his qualities and diverse interests

through multiple images--since no one image could convey the

many aspects ofthe characteristics and achievements of the man.

In addition National Capitol Parks propose that there be

an area where Memorial visitors might experience F.D.R.

through newsreels and movies and through listening to his

voice as he gave his "Fireside Chats." F.D.R.'s voice is as

important as his visual image in evaluating his impact on

American and World history.

The site chosen by Congress for the Memorial is a magnificent

one. It has influenced the development of the concept for

the Memorial by its beauty, its location, its trees, its use

and its views and relationships to other parts of Washington.

The Memorial site lies athwart a great triangle whose points

are the Jefferson Memorial, the Lincoln Memorial and Washington

Monument. The symbolism of this location is significant because

F.D.R. will take his place as the fourth great president of

the United States.
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It is proposed the Memorial express the site and utilize its

qualities. The Memorial would emphasize views across the

Tidal Basin to the Washington Monuments and to the Jefferson

Memorial and across the Polo Field to the Lincoln Memorial.

It would engage the Cherry Walk and would make integral with the

Memorial. The Memorial would provide a strong linkage between

the Potomac and the Tidal Basin; it would preserve all mature

trees on the site including the Elms that remain in healthy

condition.
I

An important quality of the site at present are the sport fields

and other recreation potentials (like fishing) that it offers.

F.D.R. was an avid sportsman and it is therefore appropriate

that every effort should be made to retain these uses and

activities. They would, however, need to be insulated from

the quiet contemplative part of the Memorial.

It is proposed to limit the impact of the auto on the Memorial

as much as possible. Therefore, it is proposed to limit traffic

to Ohio Drive and to screen it from the Memorial. Access to

the Memorial would be primarily from a drop off point on Ohio

Drive. Limited parking and drop off points are proposed for

the handicapped, for the tourmobile, and for buses.

The concept of the Memorial is proposed as a sequence of
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experiences. It has taken as an important point of departure

the McMillan Plan for Washington and would, as a result, locate

the major entrance to the Memorial in the place designated

by the McMillan "kite" forn. Most visitors would enter the

Memorial from Ohio Drive and through this gateway along an

approach which is oriented to the Washington Monument and

which passes beneath large trees and by terraced rose gardens.

The gateway would lead the visitor into a plaza which would

also be the focus for entry from the Lincoln Memorial and the

Cherry Walk. A small subsidiary plaza would give access to

a theater where the visitor could see newsreels and hear
F.D.R.'s voice. This plaza would also house information and

interpretation areas, restrooms and other facilities all
set back into the berm surrounding this space.

From the main plaza a long sculptured garden wall, which would

be the major unifying and expressive element of the design,
would lead the visitor into a garden full of diverse experiences.
Bas reliefs and sculpture, water and quiet sitting spaces

would provide a many faceted experience. At the end a great

watergarden would recall the influence of this element on
F.D.R.'s life.

As Franklin Delano Roosevelt was dedicated to people it is

the desire of National Capitol Parks that his Memorial

be 56 also.
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There follows a series of figures which are reproductions of

the boards which were presented to the F.D.R. Memorial

Commission on May 20th, 1975.
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B) IMPACTS AND ADVERSE EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSAL

SITE: The proposed F.D.R. Memorial would cover 117 acres of the total

1-67 acre site. It would be situated in the eastern section of the site

between the Cherry Walk and Ohio Drive and between the Inlet Bridge

and the Polo Field. The Memorial would have two major axes--one

running west south west to east northeast linking Ohio Drive to the

Tidal Basin (and proposed dock) and the primary axis running north

west to south east from the "McMillan Point" to a proposed Tourmobile

stop close to the Inlet Bridge. See photos in Figure 14.

GEOLOGY AND SOILS; HYDROLOGY AND FLOODING: Rather than there being an

impact of the proposed Memorial on geology and soils and on hydrology

and flooding, it would more be more appropriate to consider the charac-

teristics, structure and fertility of soils in evaluating the kind of

planting and structures they can support for example. The only predic-

table impact of the Monument on soils would'be one of compaction caused

by introducing numbers of people using the site, which in turn could lead

to increased runoff and erosion where wind and water are present.

Compaction also would have the secondary effect of denying soil moisture

and limiting aeration to plant materials thereby potentially affecting

their vigor and health.

EXISTING VEGETATION: Construction of the proposed Memorial would

necessitate removal of a number of existing trees and shrubs to

include mature Elms, Sweetgum, Norway Maples, and Hollies,young

Elms and Cherries. The total number of trees to be removed would be

in the order of 40-50. Many of these are small or young enough to
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be capable of transplanting. The number of smaller plant materials to

be removed is not predictable at this conceptual stage.

CLIMATE AND NOISE: The impact on climate of the proposed Memorial

is not predictable beyond a statement to the effect that it will be

modified in small measure (in microclimatic terms) in the immediate

vicinity of the site. In terms of noise the Memorial will introduce

large numbers of people and vehicles to the site and thus noise will

increase from present levels. The actual increase cannot yet be

predicted.

AIR POLLUTION: With the introduction of a large number of vehicles

on Ohio Drive, which will act as the only vehicular access point, air

pollution levels at that point are likely to rise from the present

norms.

LAND USE: The proposed Memorial will considerably modify land use

with West Potomac Park. In order to place the Memorial on the proposed

site it would require dislocation of all the existing recreation facili-

ties but the baseball/softball diamonds in the extreme western section

of the park. The site as proposed coincides with that of the existing

comfort station on West Basin Drive and this would therefore have to be

removed. Access to the proposed boat dock on the Tidal Basin would

require severing the Cherry Walk temporarily.

CIRCULATION: The proposed Memorial would occupy much of the land

presently utilized by West Basin Drive and construction of the Memorial

would require removal of West Basin Drive and the connector road to

Ohio Drive entirely. Removal of West Basin Drive would necessitate a

change in the routing of the Tourmobile that presently uses it.
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The Memorial would also occupy the location of a pathway presently

paralleling West Basin Drive and would therefore require its removal.
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C) MITIGATING MEASURES

SITE: The proposed Memorial would occupy only +17 acres of the 27

acres allocated to it, thereby allowing continuation of more existing

uses than would have otherwise been possible. (Figure 21)

GEOLOGY AND SOILS: The only potential impact of the Memorial on

geology and soils identified to this time is compaction. It is pro-

posed that all existing and all introduced soils be modified to improve

their structure, aeration and drainage characteristics thereby obviating

compaction, erosion and damage to plant materials. Such potential

modifications are discussed in the memos and correspondence in

Appendix C and in the paper by James C. Patterson, "Enrichment of Urban

Soil with Composted Sludge and Leak Mold -Constitution Gardens", which

is primarily concerned with upgrading fertility but speaks to soil

structure problems as well.

HYDROLOGY AND FLOODING: No potential impact or mitigating measure

of the Memorial has been identified at this time.

EXISTING VEGETATION: It is central to the concept of the proposed

Memorial that as many existing trees as possible be accomodated

in the final design--in fact the design would be a function of the

existing plant material in large measure. This would be particularly

true of mature Elms and Cherries. The design would also be dictated

to by plant materials capable of replanting (See Figure ) and where

these were removed every effort would be made to relocate them in places
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where they would add strength to the design.

It would be the intention of the designers only to entirely remove

diseased and aged trees and those identified by N.C.P. staff as being

inappropriate (i.e., doing poorly) on the site (see Memo of meeting

with Plant Pathologist, Horace Wester in Appendix C). The total number

of trees to be removed or relocated is not likely to exceed 50.

These would be replaced by several fold in other locations in the

Memorial.

CLIMATE: It is not possible to predict with any accuracy what the impact

of the Memorial would be on climate although it is an implicit design

criteria that every effort be made to improve it at a microclimatic

level, to create shelter from the wind and sun and at the same time

use light and shadow and pleasant microclimatic effects such as

the localized breezes quite likely to be encountered on the site to

make the Memorial a more pleasant experience.
€

NOISE: The impact of the proposed Memorial on noise has not been

accurately predicted yet it is obvious that introducing large numbers of

people to the site will increase local noise levels. However, in removing

West Basin Drive and in isolating vehicular traffic from the major

body of the Memorial, the design is likely to reduce noise levels

here and on Cherry Walk. Further, every design effort would be made to

reduce existing noise level impacts on the Memorial. The concept

indicates the strong desire to physically cut off the main body of
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the Memorial from the high noise levels produced by aircraft approaching

and leaving National Airport and by people using the recreational

facilities of West Potomac Park. It is, in fact, essential to the

concept that this goal be achieved or there would be a real danger

of compromising the contemplative nature of the Memorial.

AIR POLLUTION: In removing West Basin Drive the proposed Memorial would

remove local sources of pollution in that location. By moving vehicular

traffic and vehicular access to the Memorial to Ohio Drive the design

would be likely to increase air pollution at that location. However,

there would be attempts to mitigate such pollution increases by limiting

access·of private vehicles and allowing parking for the handicapped,

for buses and Tourmobiles only; and by removing at least half the

existing parking spaces on Ohio Drive.

LAND USE: One existing use of West Potomac Park, the comfort station

will be removed entirely. It would be replaced in the functional

space provided in the Memorial. Many of the existing recreation

facilities would have to be relocated . All would be replaced on di ffer-

ent sites in West Potomac Park. The Cherry Walk would be temporarily

dislocated during construction of the Memorial but in the final analysis

would be made more accessible to recreation and tourism than at present.

CIRCULATION: The proposed Memorial would remove West Basin Drive

entirely thereby necessitating relocation of the 1800 to 2300 vehicles
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that drive it daily and of the 150-200 cars that use it for

parking each day. The design would also cause removal of the

linkage road between West Basin Drive and Ohio Drive thereby

causing redirection of 500 cars driving this link each day and

of a small number (31 20) that use it for parking.

It is proposed, by way of a mitigating measure, to make Ohio Drive,

presently partially one-way eastward, into a two-way facility. It

is presently four lanes wide but two of these are dedicated to

parking. In order to facilitate flow of anticipated traffic on

Ohio Drive, it would be necessary to remove at least one lane of

of parking and to limit parking for the Memorial to a designated

drop off area. Such restrictions on parking might pertain on a

permanent basis or might apply only to certain periods when traffic

flow would be more critical.

The removal of West Basin Drive would also interrupt the present

route of the Tourmobile and remove two of its stops. The proposed

route would be along Ohio Drive, in the same direction as at present,

with new stops suggested for locations more appropriate for serving

the FDR Memorial.

All pathways removed as a result of the Memorial would be replaced

and augmented as suggested in figure 22
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D. ALTERNATES

Even a brief review of the history of the FDR Memorial competition

would indicate that every conceivable alternate design and site
for the Memorial has been undertaken in the period since 1959. There

were over 500 entries to the original competition and the designs
ran the gamete from architectonic and Monumental to "soft" 1 and-

scape solutions covering a major portion of the + 67 acre site.
Some entries covered the entire site while others proposed struc-

tures of a scale to compete with the existing monuments and mem-

orials on the Mall. In this latter category was the eventual winner

of this first competion. The design by Peterson S. Tilney and

Associates of New York, New York, was finally rejected by reviewing

bodies partially on the basis of its visual intrusion into the
landscape between the Lincoln and Jefferson Memorials and the

Washington Monument.

Other designs achieved their monumentality through use of large

portions of the site. Included in this category were two of the

six finalists. These Memorials would have occupied the entire

eastern portion of the site and while it would have meant no visual

intrusion it would have caused the loss of a major portion of the
existing recreation area.
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(For a complete review of this first competition reference.

shoul d be made to "The Archi tecture of Monuments" by Thomas

H. Creighton, 1962.)

Subsequently in 1965 the design of Marcel Breuer of New

York, New York, was considered not appropriate to Roosevelt

or to the site, while the later concept of a simple rose

garden was not felt to be a sufficiently strong statement on

the man considered by many to be one of the four great Presi-

dents of the United States.

The foregoing history of the Commission's actions and of pro-

fessional and public response in Section 1 indicates that every

avenue was explored to find a memorial appropriate to the man, to

the site and to the times. Indeed the PDR Memorial has been in-

strumental in causing a universal reappraisal of the optimum nature

of memorials. In this regard reference is made to the articles

reproduced in Appendix D by Barry Mackintosh, "Some Monumental

Thoughts", 1973; by John Ely Burchard, "Debating the FDR Mem-

orial: A Plea for Relevance", in the Architectural Record, March

1961; by Katherine Kuh, "Must Monuments be Monumental?" in the

Saturday Review, February 1961 ; by Wol f Von Eckardt, "Monumental

Decision" in the New Republic, April 1962.
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Whether the present design is optimal in any degree or whether

it meets the concerns of a large enough constituency has yet to

be judged by the FDR Memorial Commission and the Executive Commis-

sions. Yet National Capitol Parks, the designers, feel that it

is the only alternate that meets all the criteria given them when
they undertook the task of design.

The preceding section dealing with the proposal and design rationale

attempt to indicate that the design as conceived and the site as
chosen are closely bound together.
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4, CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION WITH OTHERS DURING DESIGN
PLANNING PROCESS

In order to understand the context in which this planning process

was taking place and in order to solicit the input of as many

knowledgeable and involved professionals as possible the designers
attended the following meetings (in chronological order). Memor-

anda of these meetings are reproduced in Appendix F.

February 3, 1975: John Parsons, N.C.P; on Planning Context.

February 5: Len Degast, D.C. Highways; on Interstate 695, south leg.

February 6: N.C.P.C. Staff; on Planning Context and Design Process.

February 7: Fine Arts Commission Staff; on Design Process.

February 7: Mark Hatfield, FDR Memorial Commission; on Design Process.

February 10: J. L. Whitehead and William Emerson of Hyde Park Library

and Archive; on FDR's Life.

February 10: Ron Gelente, Hyde Park; on Roses

February 24: Jim Lindsay, N.C.P.; on Maintenance.

February 25: Ben Biderman, N.P.S.; on Design Process.

February 25: N.C.P.C. Staff; on Planning Context.

February 25: D.C. Highways Staff; on South Leg E.I.S.

February 26: Charlotte Hoskins, Memorial Commission; Review of FDR

Memorial History.
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February 26: Horace Wester, N.C.P.; on Plant Materials.

February 26: Dick Hammerslag, N.C.P.; on Research Facilit{es

available to study.

February 26: Mark Smith, N.C.P.; on Research Facilities.

February 26: Darwina Neal, N.P.S.; on Design Process.

February 26: Fine Arts Commission Staff; on Design Process.

April 16: Eugene Keogh, Chairman, FDR Memorial Commission; on Design

Process.

April 16: Fine Arts Commission; Interim Review of Concept.

April 18: N.C.P.C. & N.C.P. Staff; Interim Review of Concept.

April 18: Jim Patterson, N.C.P., on Soils.

April 18: J.L. Whitehead & William Emerson of Hyde Park; on

Media Coverage of FDR.

April 21; Dick Hammerslag, N.C.P.; on Dutch Elm Disease.

April 21: Ben Biderman, N.P.S.; on Design Process.

April 22: Darwina Neal, N.P.5.; on Design Process.

April 22: Tom Mack, Landmark Services; on Tourmobile.

April 22: Jim Jeffers, H.E.W.; on Handicapped.

April 23: John Townsley, N.C.P.; on Planning Context.

April 26: Warm Springs, Georgia; Summer White House Visit.

May 20: FDR Memorial Commission; Concept Review and Approval.
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Public Law 92-332

*S, 92nd Congress, H. J. Res. 812
June 30, 1972

joint 'Resolution
86 STAT.

Ti, nutlic,rize tlir Xt·<-retnry of the Int,·rk,r ti, liarticipate in the 111,1„ning itnd
cles!,611 (,f li 11:ltic,11111 memorial to Franklili Dellin„ R~,i»:prelt; mid for (,ther
1)url)0~41.8.

Re801·ed by the Senate anci Lfouxe of Representatires of the r-nited
Ntates of Americ·(, +n Congreax um.,embled. Tlmt ( a ) the jomt resc)111 - Franklin
tion approved August. 11, 1965 (6!) Stat. 694). Providing for the Roosevelt
establishment of a Commission to formulate plans for a memoritil rial Cc:.-•r,

to Franklin Delano Roosevelt. is tunended by redesigimting section 84 Stat.
3 Rs sect ion 4 and inserting the following new section:

-SEC. 3. The Secretary of the hiterior is authorized, upon the
request of the Commission, to participate in the plannitig tuid design.
of the memoritil."

(b) Section 4, RS herriti redesignated, of such joint resolution is
innended to read as follows:

"S}:c. 4. '1'here are hereby authorized to be 2.1.1.1·opriated surh sums Appropria

as may bc necessary to carry out the provisions kif this joint resc,1 titic,li."
Approved June 30, 1972.

LEGISLATIVE. FErSTORY:

HOUSE REPORT No. 92-1029 (Ccmm. on House Administration).
SENATE REPORT No. 92-911 (Cccm. on Rules and Administration).
CONGRESS IO::AL RE:ORD, Vol. 118 (1972):

May 15, cons;dered and passed House.
June 23, considered and passed Senate.
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FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL PARK

By the President of :hc United States of Americaa Proclamation
Because of the deep debt of gratitude of the American pcopICto Franklin Delano Roosevelt for his leadership in Anicrica's strug-gle for pcace, well-being, and human dignity, thc Congress es.tablished thc Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission,by the Act of Ansust ll, 1955, 69 Stat. 694, for the purpose ofconsidering and formulating plans for the design, construction, andlocation of a permanent memorial to Franklin Dclano Rooseveltin the City of Washington, District of Columbia, or in its immcdi-ate environs.
In furtherance of thc objectives of that Act, the Act of Scptcm-ber 1, 1959, 73 Stat. 445, reserved, for the crection of a memorialto Franklin Delano Roosevelt, a site comprising that portion of'Wcst Potornac Park in tlic District or Colutribia wltich lics between12 Independence Avenue and the inlct bridge, bcing twenty-seven, acres, more or less, and also provided for a competition for thedesign of such memorial.
Although the Commission h,s not yet reported to thc Congressits selection of an appropriate nicniorial, it is desirable that thesite bc nt:lint zincd, pitiling the Co:nrnis•ion'3 fital determination,as a park dedicared to the men,ory of Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
NOW, THEREFORE, 1, Lyxr>or B. JoH>:sox, Presidlnt of theUnitcd States of America, do procl:,im that the following dE:cribcdland reserved by the Act of September 1, 1959, be designated asthe Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Park area of the WestPotomac Park:

That portion of West Potomac Park, in the District of Colum-bia, which lies bctwccn Independence Avenue and the inletbridge, being twenty-seven acres, more or less.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand thistwentieth day of Janitary, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundrcdand sixty-ninc, and of the Independence of the Unitcd Statcs ofAmerica the onc hundred and ninety-third.

LyNDox B. JOHNSON



Public Law 87-842
* 87th Congress, H. J. Res. 712

October 18, 1962
-

joint ~Resolution
76 STAT. 1079.

To direct the Frnnklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission to consider
posfible changes in the winning design for the proposed memorint m the
selection of a new design for such memorial.

Whereas by joint resolution approved August 11, 1955, the Fi·nnklin 69 Stat. 694.
Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission was duly established for
the purpose of formulating plans for the design, construction, and
location of a permanent memorial to Fratiklin I)elano Roosevelt iii
the city of Washington or its environs: and

Whereas by joint resolution approved September 1, 1959, there was 73 Stat. 445.
reserved as n site for said memorial that portion of the West
Pototnac Pnrk in the District of Columbia which lies between'
Independence .trentie and the inlet bridge: Rnd the said Commis-
sion was authorized to hold a competition for the proposed memor-
ial, lind to awnrd R prize of $50,(Mic) to the winner thei·eof: and

Whereas the competition wais duly held, and the winning prize w,1,9
awarded to Pedersen and Tilney, of New York, by the jitry of
award; and

Whereas the winning design was thereafter lipproved 18· the said
Commission, with the inclusion of a statue or bas-relief of Presi-

_- dent Roosevelt, and tile result of tlie competition and the apprortil
of the winning design duly ipported to the President and to the

, Congress, as provided by the joint resohition of September 1,1969;
~*-/ and

Whereas said design has created considertil)le controveisy and is sub-
ject to specific criticism, and lacks the appl·oval of the Commission
of Fine Arts: Therefore be it
Reaolred by the Se,wite and Hoi,xe of Reprexplitc,ti,·ea of the r'nited

State# Of 2tme,·icti in ('ong,·e** ammembled. That pulmiltilit to Public Franklin Delano
Lnw 372, Eighty-fourth Congress, the Franklin I)ellino Roosevelt Roosevelt memo-
Memorial Commission is hereby authorized and directed to consult rial.
with the Commission of Fine .irts to determine whether the winning Changes or mod-

ifioations.design of Pedersen and Tilney, of New York, may be so changed or 69 Stat. 694.modified to secure the approval of the Commission of Fine Arts. If
it is deterinined that such changes or modifications tile not practical,
the Commission is authorized and directed to select, with the advice
and approval of the Conimission of Fine Arts, such other design
among those tilready submitted iii the competition for the proposed
memorial, or to consider a living memorial such as the stadium, an
educational institution, information center, memorial park or any
other suitable or worthy project.

SEC. 2. The Commission sliall report its findings and recoinniendn- Report to
Mona to the Congress for its appi·oval and to the President not later Congress.
thnn .Tune 30, 1963.

,--- SEC. 3. There is tuithorized to be tippropriated not more than $25,000 Appropriation.
to carry out the provisions of this joint reselution.

Approved October 18, 1962.
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Public Law 86-214
86th Congress, H. J. Res. 115f September 1, 1959

< JOINT RESOLUTION
T„ rexerve n Mite lit the Distriet of Columbia for the erection of a memorial5%. to Fl·anklin De!,Ino Itmisevelt, to provide for a competition for the design of'10.. Kitc·li meinorittl, tind to provide additional funds f(,r holding the competition.

Re.~012,ed by f he Nemite und Uouve of Reprettentativell of the UnitedNt,ttel, Of Amerim in ( tongreat, a*Hembled, That, in fuitherance of the Franklin Delanofh joint rusollition 1,1)proved August 11, 1955 (69 Stat. 694), providing Roosevelt Memo-for the establisliment of n Commission to formultite plans for 2, rial, D.C.menioritil to Fnmklin I)eltino Roosevelt, Rnd of the interim report ofthe Mnicl Commission inticle to the President mid to Congress, on Janu-itry 2, lf)5,), recommending a site for the memori:,1 twid a competitionfor the deMign tlierc.of, there is hereby reserved tliat portion of WestPotointic lin·k, in the District of Columbia, which lies between Inde-pendence Aventle nitd the inlet bridge, being twetity-seven acres moreor less, to be tised as 21 site for the proposecl Frtinkliti Delano Roosevelt 73 STAT. 445.MemoriRL / 73 SPAT. 446,SF.C. 2. The Conimission is iruthorized to hold a competition or Proposed memo-: competitions for the proposed memorial, tind to R.ward ii suitable rial oompeti-4

prize or prizes in comiert ion therewith, but mity refuse to employ any tion.miccessful competifor if it deems that his design should not be used.The compelition for the proposed memorial slitill be carried out so as· to insure that. it will be harmonious as to location, design, tind land
Lincoln Memorial. In holding the competition the Commissionshall
use with the W,ishington Monument, the.Jefferson Memorial, and the
livizi] itself of the assist,ince Ind ndvice of the Commission of Fine1

RS.. , Arts, of the Ntitional (11pital Plitnning Commission, and of theNational Pitrk Service, imd such Commissions and Service shall, uponreqitest, render such assistance and advice.6 · Siu. 3. The Commission shall report the result of the competition, Reports tot: together with its recommendtitions, to the President and Congress at Presidentthe earliest practicable date. and Congress.~ SEC. 4. fhere is authorized to be appropriated not more than Appropriation.
Commission in organizing the competitions for plans for tlie design
$160,000 to be expended by the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial

6~ of the memorial, as authorized by subsection (c) of section 2 of theA joint resolution, approved August 11, 1955. 69 Stat. 694.d Approved September 1, 1959.
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la. p P'#
1 Public Law 372 - 84th Congresq

Chapter 833 - 1st Session
S. J. Res. 73

JOINT RESOLUTIONV All 69 Stat. 694, .
4, To est:iblish 11 comm.*lull to formulate plans for n inemorial to4 --7,1hmm" Delnno Roosevelt.

Whereas the .imerican people feel n deep debt of gratitude to FratiklinDel a no Roosevelt for his leadershil, in America's struggle for peace,well-being, and human dignity: Therefore be itResolved by the Netiate and, LIo,1.4(' of Rep,mentatimeN of the - '
5 established a commission, to be known Rs the "Frirnklin' 1)el@O qddoy 11 lipo-

United Statex of :imerirain ('02,f/ rexx a,xembled, That there is heral,%' 1,~an:*4 ,0 Pplang
Roosevelt Memorial Commission" (heifinafter refermil to ns,i[1113* ~1;~ 108*Op.y "Commission"), for tlie purpose of considering and fortillilating p1811'8 i P,~~i:t~~r!#,1for the design, construction, and loctition of a perinti,ie,if Y,wmorilitto ...C I
Frnnklin Del,ino Roosevelt in the city of 71· ashii,64(21;' I)istriet of ,Columbin, or in its imniediate envircms. The Commission slmll be, composed of twelve Commissioners appointed its follows: Four1~ers~ns to be appointed by the Prexiclent of the ITI,ited Statrs, frilht ' ) ''hemitors bv the President of the Semite, and four Members of the9 House of Representatives by the Speaker of the TIouse of Repre-sent:,tives. 7 he Commissicmers shall serve witholit compenstition, butmay be reimburBed for expenses incurred by them iii carrying out theduties of the Conimission. The Commission shaH report Milch ])11,11.,
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:-

-. together with its recommend:itions, to the. President und Congres~ attthe ein·liest. practictible di,te, 1,1id in the interim shall mtike trnmitilreports of its progress to the President and Congress.>4:('. 2. '1'lie Coinmission 39 Rilthorized to-
(11) make s,icli expenditures for personal services :111(1 otherwisefor the purpose of riti·i·ying out the provisions of this joint resolit-t ion as i t mny dertii aclvi stible from fit 11 (1,9 appropri ated or recei redns gifts for stich purpose;
(b) accept gifts to be used in carrying out the provisions ofthis joint resolution or to be tiRed in connection with the con-st iii rtion or other expenses of such Memorial;(c) hold hearings, organize contests, enter into contracts for ' 'personal services and otherwise, and do such other things ns mtiyr be neress,try to enrry out the provisions of this joint resohition ;f;, and
(d) avail itself of the assistance and advice of the Commissionof Fine Arts, the National Capital Planning Conunission, :indthe Nation?1 (i,pital Regional Planning Council, and stich Com-missions and Cotincil shall, upon request, render mich assistanceand advice.

SEc. 8. There is authorized tobeapproprinted not morethaii $10,000 Appropriation.to carry out the provisions of this Joint resolution.
Approved Augustll, 1955.
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APPENDIX B

NATIONAL REGISTER OF

HISTORIC PLACES

INVENTORY OF WEST

POTOMAC PARK



.

For.,10.100 UNITFD STATES DEPA ENT OF THE INTERIOR STATE

1Jvfy 196i) NATIONAL ~RK SERVICE *4
COUNTY

NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES
.~~ INVENTORY - NOMINATION FORM FOR NPS USE ONLY

ENTRY NUMBER BATS

(Type all entries - complete applicable sections)

1. WAME
COMMON:

Potomac Park
ANb/OR HISTORIC:

Potomac Flats
E. ..ocATION

· 

17.4STREET ANC NUMBER: area bounded by: Constitution Avenue, uh Street, Indepen-

ddnce  -Avs_o_Wash_].-95.ten Channel, Potomac River. Rock Creek Park.
C 1 T i 0 1, Toi, ·1·

Washington
STATE CODE COUNTY· | CCOE

District of Columbia
~3. CLASSIFICATIO,4

ACCESS·31. E :
CATEGORY OWNERSHIP ' STATUS

S
E
E
 
I
N
S
T
R
U
C
T
I
O
N
S (Check One) TO THE PUBLIC |

Yes:
[XI District £ Building [@ Public Public Acquisition: 0 Occupied

0 Restricted
0 Sill 0 structure ~ Private E] In Prdcess [] Unoccupied

III Unrestric,ed
0 Obiect 0 Both Il Being Considered O Preservenon work

-

in progress Il No

PRESENT USE ( Check One or .Wore as Appropriate)

O Agriculturol [jj Government C~ Pork ~] Transportation ¤ Comments

~ Commercial Il Industrial 0 Private Residence 0 Other (Specity)

O Edwcational o Mill,07 D Religious

0 Entivoinment [3 Museum ~ Scientific

4. OWNER OF PROPERTY
OWNERI N AME:

U. S. Department of the Interior
STREET ANO NUMBER:

18th and C Streets, N.W.
STATE CODE

CITY OR TOWN:

3-ashington . District of Columbia
5. .OCATION OF LEGALDESCRIPTION

- I

COURTHOUSE, REGISTRY OF DEEDS. ETC:

none exists - park is reclaimed land
STREET ANO NUMBER

CITY OR TOWN STATE CODE

6. REPRESENTATION IN EXISTING SURVEYS
TITLE OF SURVEY:

D.C. Department of Highways and Traffic Topographical Maps 1:200 5'contour
DATE OF SURVEY: 1965 (/ Federal IX 5,0,0 [l County 0 Local

DEPOSITORY FOR SURVEY RECORDS:

: D.C. Department of Highways and Traffic .
'STREET AND NUMBER: .

Presidential Building, 12th and Pennsylvania Avenue
STATE: COOC

CITV OR TOWN:

2 Washington, · District of Columbia



7 · DESCRIPTION ' -
(Check One) *..4

M Excellent C] Good I Fair D Deterioroted [3 Ruins (-1 Une,posedCONDITION
(Check One) ( Check One)

El Altered 0 Unaltered [3 Movod El Original Site
DESCRIBE THEPRESENT AND ORIGINAL (i f known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Most of the land known as Potomac Park was originally underwater,
unnavigable shoals, or useless swamp land. That the area was reclaimed,
beginning in 1834, was merely as an incident in the ponstruction of the
"Long Bridge" (currently the railroad bridge site), and later as a vital
sanitary measure. In order to construct the "Long Bridge", it was
necessary in 1834 to build an approach on a solid earth causeway. This
was done on top of the shoals on the District side of the Potomac, and
the fill used was mud from the dredging of the river channels and from
excavations under Dupont Circle. After most of the present area had
been filled, the Potomac River which had once flowed very near the base
of the Washington Monument, was now some distance westward from the
Monument. The Washington Channel, which lies between Hains Point and
the Naval Air Station, was kept open and separate from the river to provide
a quiet harbour. Unlike the river, however, the Channel was inclined to
fill with mud. To remedy this, it became necessary to regulate the
tidal pools in the western part of Potomac Park used for washing out the
Channel daily. This necessitated the creation of the Tidal Basin, an
artificial body of water, which at high tide fills up with water flowing
through the inlet bridge and at low tide, expels the surplus water under
the 14th Street Bridge at the lower end of the Basin. Thus, it sweeps
through the Washington Channel .taking away mud and sand and keeping the
ship lanes of the Channel open. -

The reclamation of the Potomac Flats and the excavation of the Tidal
Basin had been authorized by Congress· by an Act of August 2, 1882, which
appropriated $400,000 for the project. It was not however, until March 3,
1897, by another Act of Congress that:

"the entire area formerly known as the Potomac Flats,
and now being reclaimed, together with the tidal·2eser-
voirs, be, and the same are hereby, made and declared
a public park, under the name of the Potomac Park, and
to be forever held and used as a park for the recreation
and pleasure of the people."

This Act began the refinement and landscaping of the land for recreational
purposes. The Office of Public Buildings and Grounds had received the
land from the Corps of Engineers and set out to develop a new park area
which "preserved the features of its natural beauty or enhanced the
natural landscape." This was done primarily through the clearing of the
land for playing fields and picnic grounds and by the erection of several
memorials.

The West Potomac Park area was,tha first to be developed.. West Potomac
Park is the land west of the railroad bridge, including the Tidal Basir,
to Constitution Avenue on the north and to 17th Street on the East.. Most
of the early work done on the area consisted of grading and paving a road-
way, and in 1904 of lining the parkway west of 17th Street with portrait
statues from St. Louis... In 1907, a boat dock was·built near the bathing
beach on the Tidal Basin, and in 1908, the polo fields west of the Tidal
Basin was graded and a wooden bandstand erec ted. Meanwhile, macadam



Form 10-3000 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR STATE

(Jufy 1969) NAT -'NAL PARK SERVICE

NATIONAL REGTS'TER OF HISTORIC PLACES COUNT*J

INVENTORY - NOMINATION FORM FOR NPS USE ONLY
ENTRYNUMBER DATE

(Continuation Sheet)

(Numbir all onfilie) 

-

Potomac Park
7. Description (2)

j
roadways, the inlet bridge, bridle paths ard walkways,were being completed
throughout the park. On March 25, 1912, 3,000 Japanese cherry trees were
received as a gift from the City of Tokyo and ceremonially planted by the
japanese Ambassador's wife and by Mrs. William H. Taft around the Tidal
Basin. To these were added 55 flowering peach trees making the area a
prime visitor site in the spring. A statue of Captain John Paul Jones,
sculpted by Charles H. Niehaus, was unveiled at the foot of 17th Street near
the Tidal Basin, in1912. This was the first permanent monument completed
in the park. Work on the Lincoln Memorial, to be built in West Potomac Park,
was begun in 1913 with Henry Bacon as the commissioned architect and
Daniel Chester French as the Lincoln statue sculptor. The Memorial was
dedicated on May 20, 1922, and its construction had done much to improve
Potomac Park, notably, the in,prcvement of roadways and the construction of
permanent approaches to the Memorial, as well as necessary reinforcement of
the land itself as some settling was beginning to occur. During this time,
progress was continually being made thr6ughout West Potomac Park with
seeding, plLnting and taming a few more acres into park-like appearance
every year.

In 1918 a public beach was completed on the present site of the Jefferson
Memorial, and a liquid chlorine plant was installed under the Tidal Basin
inlet bridge. Elsewhere in West Potorrac Park, the Wilson Administration
had authorized the construction of twc concrete office buildings along
Constitution Avenue, west of 17th Street, to be occupied by the War and Navy
Departments during World War I. They were completed in 1918 as "temporary"
but were not demolished until 1970. With the completion of the Reflection
Pool and the smaller transverse pool at its east end in 1922, the basic
present design of West Potomac Park was completed. Althougb there were to
be later constructions in the park, all land was now reclaimed and in use
for recreational purposes.

The first improvements in East Potomac Park consisted of the construction
of a racadam roadway around the fringes of the park. During this time,
several low places behind the sea wall surrounding East Potomac Park
were reinforced and filled. Other improvements included clearing the land,
planting more cherry trees and laying out a bridle path. During the war
years, sevdral acres of the park were used by the Boy Scouts as "war gardens"
to produce corn. The first nine of the present golf greens were constructed
in 1917 and the last nine completed in 1922. During this era, 15 acres of
East Potomac Park were occupied by 41 wooden buildings housing regular army
troops on guard duty in Washington. A ferry was launched at this time and
for 3 years carried visitros from 7th Street across the Washington Channel
to Hains Point.
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An automobile tourist camp was set up in 1921 near the railroad bridge
on the site of the buildings which had housed the troops during the war.
Since 1920, the Girl Scouts had operated a refreshment concession at Hains
Point. In 1924 a new concession, the Teahouse, had been erected.for them
and the Girl Scouts continued to run the concession until 1925.

Up until this time - 1925 - the supervision of Potomac Park had been under
the Office of Public Buildings and Grounds. In this year, however, that
office ceased to exist and was replaced by the Office of Public Buildings
and Public Parks of the Nation's Capital. One of the first jobs accomplished
by this new department was the elimination of the Tidal Basin bathing beach
in 1925, thus restoring the lawn area around the Tidal Basin.

In 1926, a memorial statue to John Ericsson, a Swedish immigrant and
designer of the U.S.S. Monitor was completed. Charles Fraser was commissione:
as the sculptor and the statue is located on Ohio Drive south of the Lincoln
Memorial. In 1928, the 100th anniversary of the opening of the C & 0 Canal,
a memorial plague was dedicated on the old lock house at 17th Street and
Constitution Avenue. Also in 1928, a large ornamental marble urn donated by
the President of Cuba to President Coolidge was placed in the rose garden
in West Potomac Park. This urn was a fragment of one of the columns that
had Supported the monument to the U.S.S. Maine in Havana.

In November, 1931, a marble memorial bandstand was dedicated by President
Herbert Hoover to District of Columbia residents who had served in the armed
forces in World War I. The memorial was designed by Frederick Brooke,
Horace Peaslee, and Nathan Wyeth and constructed in West Potomac Park, south
of the reflecting pool and west of 17th Street. After the completion of
the D.C. War Memorial, the wooden bandstand near the polo field was demolished

The Arlington Memorial Bridge had been under construction since 1925, and
its construction necessitated more reinforcement of parkway approaches. In
1932, the Bridge was first opened to traffic.

On June 10, 1933, the Office of Public Buildings and Public Parks of the
Nation's Capital was reorganized under the-Department of the Interior and on
March 2, 1934 was further reorganized as a part of the National Park Service.
The administration of the Potomac Parks was thus shifted to its present
status.

Rudulf Evans was commissioned in 1941 to·design the memorial to Thomas
Jefferson. Frederick Law Olmstead was commissioned to do the landscape
architecture for the memorial. However, World War II delayed work on the
memorial and it was not dedicated until 1947. "

GPO 921.724
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World War II also brought a reversal in the use of parts of Potomac Park
as park land. As during World War I, many temporary war-time measures
affecting Potomac Park were enacted. Notably, the covering of the polo
field with six inches of asphalt as a parking lot. More temporary measures
were the construction of dormitories providing housein for girls working in
Washington during the war. In 1949, these buildings were converted into
offices for the War Assets Administration and were finally demolished in
1965.

The construction of the Rochambeau Bridge (completed in 1958), the Case
Memorial Bridge (completed in 1966), and the George Mason Bridge (completed
in 1967) have also somewhat changed the face of Potomac Park due to the
necessary approaches, plazas, and overpasses that cut through park land.

In 1954, a 300 year old granite Japanese lantern was presented by the Gov-
ernor of T6kyo to commemorate Commander Perry's visit to Japan. The lantern
is in West Potomac Park and its ceremonial lighting begins the Cherry Blossom,
Festival each year. In 1958, the Mayor of Yokohama presented a stone
pagoda, also placed in West Potomac Park in commemoration df the Treaty of
Yokohama. That same year, a plague memorializing the first air mail flight
from Washington, D.C. was dedicated near the river in West Potomac Park. At
one time several acres of the park had been used for an air field and the
first air mail flight to New York, via Philadelphia had taken chree hours,
in 1918. Other changes in recent years have been Lhe necessary and recur-
rent dumping of dredged mud onto Hains Point because of constant settling.
The bicycle center, horse stables and Girl Scout Teahouse have all been
closed. The Teahouse has become the Ecological Services Lab of the National
Park Service and the bicycle center has become cffices for a mobile tourist
concession. In the Johnson Administration, Poto.ac Park was the recis==r.-.
of other additions as a part of Mrs. Johnson's Beautification Program. In
1967, an anonymous gift of $160,00 made possible the 150 foot jet fountain
off Hains Point. In that same year, a set of playground equipment donated
by the President of Mexico, was presented to the citizens of Washington in
commemoration of the Johnson's visit to Mexico.

Today, the landscaping of Potomac Park and the Tidal Basin is a part of a
well-integrated plan which includes not only recreational areas, but serves
as a background for several memorials and acts as a buffer between the
Potomac River, in an area where the river serves as a backdrop to the
Federal City , and the parks, drives, and monumental buildings of the
Nation's Capital.

Presently, Potomac Park consists of 723.86 acres, most of it open park land
ringed by parkways, and divided by concrete walks along the river. Begin-
ning in West Potomac Park, standing menorials and buildings are; the Water-
gate amphitheater, the Lincoln Memorial and Reflecting Pools, the statue pf

GPO 921.724
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John Paul Jones, the D.C. War Memorial, the John Ericspon statue, the
Flowering Japanese cherry trees, the Stone Pagoda, the Japanese Lantern,
the Kutz Memorial Bridge, the Jefferson Memorial, the Pansy Gardens and
Fountain, the Tulip Gardens, the National Park Service, National Capital
parks Headquarters, the U.S. Park Police Headquarters, tennis courts, golf
links, swimming pool, children's playground, and the Lady Bird Johnson
Fountain.

i

,
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.

The uses of Potomac Park as a recreational facility and its many. visitor
attractions constitute its sinnificande and uniqueness as an urban #ark
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S area. I:s sice, 723.86 ac·res, allc-s f=r r: -.-ii: :grict-.- cf p.vtivitics0
and special events in a city that not only has a large population but
also attracts millioRs of tourists yearly. With the exception of war-
time infringements 9n some aren.r of the no.rk. Pc-:3722 P'irk h-- r.:lfilled

.

its designurs intent %4:0 be ...used as a park for the recreacion and
pleasure of the people." Some of the recreational facilities are large
open playing fields which are used for everything from baseball and

rn : i •7',-~rt ' c,. playground, and a system of walkways
and roadway. Wnich 2-'c V...., .~. .., Licycling and jogging praiis as well as
a means for visitors.to sightsee at a leisurely pace. There are also

r.*in,r concessions including boat rides on the Tidal Basin,
tennis «0 - ~ '''..- 0 C. -0 -1 -

Potomac Park also lends itself to many special event activities, the
most famous being tha annual Cherry Blossom Festival. This festival ha-
been held every year since 1935 and br .. ..1 - --- .- -- ./ -- --0 V. -. -

planting of the fir-t r: r.·- . . _no rei.ival is focused in West
Potenc lurk arouna u.e 1-1 .21 . .:in and is held early in the Spring.
The Park has also been the scene of ac:ivities such as civil-rights
and anti-war demonstrations and has even hosted several weddings. The
annual President's COp Rbgatta is held on the Potomac and viewed yearly
from East Potomac Park.

Another equally important 2Spect of Jctomic Park is providing a setting
11 and monuments within in. And, in addition to com-...L --I.-& ....=,

plementing the memorials within its boundaries, Potomac Park provides a
backdrop for mo.ny other federal buildings and monuments within Washingto:
Across 17th Street, Potomac Park becomes part of the Monument grounds

' and the Mall, and to the Northwest, it becomes part of Rock Creek Park
and Parkway.

That the design of Potomac Park was evolutionary and utili zed the talents
of many architects, artists, and landscape architects is even more imnor-
tant when one realizes that over-100- years of designing were involved,
yet each new addition enhances others before it and none can be said to

.
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8. Significance (2)

be most prominent. The people who worked on, directed, and designed for
the creation of Potomac Park are numerous. During th6 years from 1867 to
1913, the reclamation project was under the direction of the ..: , -'_-z - v..
Engineers. Major Peter C. Hains, for whom Hains Point was named, was the
officer in charge during the years 1882-1891. The designer of the Tidal
Basin, Major W.C. Twining, was another member of the Corps cf In-iniers and
at one time the Tidal Basin was popularly known as "Twining Lake". Potomac
Park also contains many memorial to Washingtonians , one of the fe-6 areas of
Washington to do so. The Kutz Memorial Bridge across the Tidal Basin was
dedicated in honor of Charles W. Kutz who was Commissioner of Engineering
for the District from 1914-15, 1918-20, and 1941-44. Another prominent
Washingtonian, Charles Carroll Glovier, financier and philanthropist, was
instrumental in getting President Cleveland to sign the Act of August 2,1882.
The D. C. War Memorial honors 435 of the District residents who served in the
armed forces during World War I.

Architects who designed or helped plan various memorials in the park were:
Henry Bacon, Lincoln Memorial; John L. Nagle, Arlington Memorial Bridge;
Frederick D. Own, Frederick H. Brooke, Horace W. Peaslee, and Nathan Wyeth,
D.C. War Memorial; John Russell Pope, Jefferson Memorial; Paul P. Cret,
Rochambeau and George Mason Memorial Blidges; and Archie Alexander, Kutz
Memorial Bridge. ,

Sculptors included Charles H. Niehaus, John Paul Jones Statue; Daniel
Chester French, Lincoln Memorial Status; James E. Fraser, John Ericsson
Statue; and Rudulf Evans, Thomas Jefferson Statue.

Among the many landscape architects involved were those from the Corps of
Engineers, the Office of Buildings and Public Grounds of the D---ic....1
Capital, the Office of Public Buildings and Public Parks of.the Natichal
Capital, and the National Park Service. Frederick Law Olmstoad, who
designed the landscaping for New York's Central Park, was commissioned to
work on the Potomac Park development and is responsible for the grounds
around the Jefferson Memorial.
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MEMO April 24, 1975

TO: FDR Design Team

FROM: Dai Williams

RE: Site Soils and Water Table

Meeting with Jim Patterson of N.C.P.'s lab to discuss existing soil

and water table conditions and to explore possible mitigative measures.

Soils: At eastern end of the site in the area of the soccer and soft-

ball fields (south of West Basin Drive) soils are relatively neutral

(PH 5.8) and the grass is doing well. Historically this area was

under grass and roses and soils were not subject to a great deal of

stress (compaction). The soils are sandy loams and loamy sands

subject to seasonal high water table within 2 1/2 feet of the surface.

In the Western section of the ball field area PH is generally neutral

and the soils are alluvial silt loams. However, there is a great

deal of debris (concrete and brick) in the soil - a legacy from the

period when "tempos" (temporary structures) covered this part of

the site. From aerial photography this area also appears to exhibit

signs of stress as a result of buildings and roads having been placed

on it.

The polo field appears to have basically good soil but again this has



been subject to compaction.

Patterson predicts major problems of compaction in all site soilM
,

when they are heavily travelled. This stress wou,111,8 trails 1 elied

into lack of aeration for plant materials, inilt,ttli~ f ;6tint~f

dying off, and into possible erosion PrqBiems /1:~19' bm;10ri)6611

should be utilized therefore and must be sufficient t5 function
, $1114 4...dfli''IN*ill,,11,1

for at least' ten years. N.C.P. lab has tested several 'vatidties

on Haines Point (similar soils) and all have prgyen effective

and economic. They are: expanded slate ($10 per ton), coarse

construction sand, and sintered fly ash ( a wa,Bte product). All

are neutral and increase pore space in the soil. Amendments should

be used for glass areas as well as for areas under trees and shrubs.

However, Patterson indicated that no grass does well enough on the

site to be able to survive large numbers of people or more than

20% shade.
f. 1 1

Water Table: Flooding and seasonal high water tabl¢ appear to be

a problem in only one area - that at lower lev411)4roypd the Tidal

Basin. These conditions plus heavy foot traffig,seri69sly threaten
4 A

the Cherries. 4<< f~~iL '. 9. 3.f.'.9

Patterson indicated he would dig 4-6 pits·up t#~§1feR$ dqep to give

us soil profiles and to check water tabl'e levelsnin'(tlie-,**:tljis .

summer. 10#,MP#:i<*TK¢1.41,4
· ft f#/j .· .1.5.. Ni 1 - ..,

'1' 1 4-,11 /1, .le: 121/11*J* .J,/



MEMO MARCH 17, 1975

TO: FDR Design Team

FROM: Dai Williams

Re: Meeting with Horace Wester; Plant Pathologist, National
Capital Parks, February 26, 1975

Wester has done considerable research on plant material and diseases

at or near West Potomac Park.

Air pollution has been of increasing importance in recent years in

damage inflicted on traditionally resistant plant materials and
Wester has written a number of papers on this subject (2 are attached).

Air pollution is not particularly localized, eg. during the cherry

blossom festival, rather it occurs generally during spring and summer
inversions. In monitoring and research conducted since 1970 Wester

has not detected any permanent damage. It generally destroys the

assimilation capability of foliage, especially in Poplars, Willows,

E. White Pine, Hemlock and Cherry.

Wester is presently writing a bulletin on shade trees more suitable

to D.C.'s microclimate. He'11 supply us a draft. In the interim

we discussed what Wester considers to be the most promising, re-

sistant and interesting. Chief among these are American Elms from

clones exhibiting resistance to Dutch Elm Disease. Wester has con-

siderable knowledge of this disease and has cooperated with Princeton

Nurseries in developing disease resistant varieties.



Ulmus Americana (3 - 178) is a resistant clone while Dutch Elm

(Ulmus Hollandica 443) is not particularly prone.

Other resistant elms include:

Ulmus Japonica

Ulmus Carpinfolia - Good form, branch habit horizontal

Ulmus Glabra - Resistant to wind break

Ulmus Parvifolia - Resistant to wind break

Other trees Wester recommends:

Zelkova Schneidiriana - Good fall color and form

Platanus Acerfolia - Very resistant

Celtis (Sugar Hackberry) - Very resistant

Aesculus Carnea (Hayne) - Very resistant

Ginkgo Biloba

American Holly

Golden Rain

Malus Floribunda - Asiatic flowering crab

Malus Atrosanguinea - Crimson

Zelkova Serrata - Village green clone, round form

Zelkova Carpinifolia - Columnar

Cornus Florida - Needs shade

Chinese dogwood does well

Franklinia Alatamaha

Liriodendron Tuli pfera - Tulip poplar, like bottom soil, LOVED

by FDR White, Red, Overcup and Post Oak (J.F.K.) all do well



Soils on site are not uniform and some areas have undergone ex-

tensive modification already, eg. playing fields were limed.

Generally soils are fertile and neutral; however they are fine

clay loams. One major problem is that they are subject to com-

paction and granular materials should be considered as modifiers

where heavy traffic is anticipated. Of course certain plant

materials demand particular modification, eg. azaleas do well

(especially Glendale varieties) in D.C. where soil is acid, high

in sulphur, where sphagnum peat moss is used and compaction is

avoided.

Roses are particularly disease prone - black spot, mildew, canker,

Japanese beetle, and air pollution all take their toll..Peace is

resistant.

Re ground covers Mr. Wester recommended common Kentucky Blue Grasses,

English Ivy, Euonymous Radicans Coloratus and Vinca (in shade).



A STATEMENT BY LARRY HALPRIN March 13, 1975

The Memorial needs to express a variety of elements... not in

any order these are:

The geometry of Washington -- linkage with the L'Enfant and then the

McMillan plan, the order of the Mall and the significant monuments.

Roosevelt as a person, the images that we remember - smile, hat,

cigarette holder, braces, stamps, Fala, family, Eleanor, the cape,

the out-thrust jaw, the sea.

The President as a symbol: New Deal, fight against fear, the

first 100 days, the CCC, the TVA, social security, lend lease,

the 50 destroyers with Churchill, Pearl Harbor, the War.

The site itself: its location along the Potomac and the Tidal Basin,

the cherry walk, the low-lying bar, the Washington summer, the

relations to views, etc.

The Memorial itself as a symbol. The symbols of the president and

his person are only one thing. The Memorial must go beyond this

to achieve its own symbolism as a thing it itself. It is not only

a tribute to FDR and his times, but it must go beyond that to

become a thing in itself, an experience which will enlarge the

lives of the people who experience it for as long as it is there.

It will become a major experience and symbol on its own by being

itself an evocative work of environmental art.



The memorial, in the ultimate sense, should celebrate human-ness

and the worth and creativity of the individual, which is what

(I believe) Roosevelt stood for more than any one thing; the

four freedoms, his own courage and the ability to rise to the

opportunity and overcome challenges.

QUOTATIONS:

."Determination to accomplish something"

. "The water put me where I am and the water has to put me back"

. "Joe (Guffey) go up to the pulpit and shake it, will you? I

want to see if it will support my wei ght".

. "There is nothing I love so much as a good fight".
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The day for conventional monuments, statues, memorials,
etc. has pass'd away.... they are superfluous and vulgar.

Walt Whitmanl
SOME MONUMENTAL THOUGHTS
by Barry McKintosh
from his Ilistory of the F.D.R. Memorial Competition

Although Whitman was not the first to attack "conventional monuments,"

his view was clearly characteristic of neither his century nor muc~ of

our own. Monumental memorials have been popular from the days of, the
7 1. 1:

pyramids to the construction of the Jefferson Memorial in the early 1940's

and there have been a few notable examples--like Eero Saarinen's Gateway

Arch in St. Louis--as late as the past decade. On the whole, however,

monumentation in our time has come increasingly into question. It was

thus inevitable that Washington's greatest memorial undertaking of the post-

war years would stimulate debate not only over particular designs but

also on monumentation per se.

The task of the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission was not eased

in an age that asked questions like those of John Ely Burchard:

Is it possible in these days to memorialize anybody in a sig-
nificant way through artifacts? If it is possible is a monu-
mental artifact possible? Do we know how to make one? Do
artists have their hearts in the job when they try?2

Lewis Mumford, who had served on the Advisory Committee to the Memorial

Commission, refused to serve on the selection jury, partially because,

as he said, "In the present state of the arts today the odds were heavily

against finding a memorial design that would effectively symbolize

Franklin D. Roosevelt."3 In the Saturday Review, Katherine Kuh asked

1Cited in Wolf Von Eckardt, "Monumental Decision," New Republic, April 2,
1962, p. 29.

2"Debating the FDR Memorial: A Plea for Relevance," Architectural Record,
March 1961, p. 182.

3Letter, New York Times, Aug. 16, 1964, Sec. 4, p. 8.· ' n



Must Monuments be Monumental?" Responding to a subsequent letter from

Francis Biddle defending the Pedersen-Tilney design, she emphasized that

she did not oppose it as architecture:

It is the conception I question, the idea of another huge,
costly monument .... The great human qualities of FDR seem
curiously misrepresented by such false giganticism. As I
said in my article, what I had hoped was that "we in America
might even have pioneered in design, as Roosevelt did in gov-
ernment, to come up with a fresh idea. . . .1,4

The New York Times was another source of doubt:

Should any more monuments qua monuments (as opposed to orna-
mental buildings dedicated to useful purposes) be erected in
an already monument-ridden city? The fact that a good monu-
ment today seems impossible to design could be proof that we
do not really believe in monuments any more.5

In a 1961 editorial the Times had advocated Representative McDowell's

proposal of a memorial garden. Today the Franklin Delano Roosevelt

Memorial Commission--with access to the greatest contemporary architectural

talent and after sponsoring two critically acclaimed designs--has come at

last to espouse a similar plan. Perhaps the Times was right: we may not

really believe in monuments any more.

4Sept. 2, 1961, pp. 26-27; Sept. 30, 1961, p. 27.
5"Monuments and Men."



concepts - that of TR and FDR - and
the manner of obtaining them are in
significant contrast.

As haq been the cage with most of the
nearly hundred statues, monlinients

From THE NEW REPUBLIC, April 2, 1962 pp 28-29. anc! memorials that grace Washing-
ton's public park land to the point
where it threatens to resemble a bone-

Xfonumental Decision rial were simply appointed by the
yard, the designers of the TR Memo-

powers-that-be with generous assist-

Ib its final report, expected in the next feels it is now up to Congress to de- ance of the reactionary National Sculp-

few weeks, Francis Biddle's Franklin cide the fate of the memorial the legis- ture Society. As a result, Teddy Roose-

D. Roosevelt Memorial Commission lators proposed almost seven years ago. velt will be memorialized by a seven-

will recommend the controversial de- Last fall the same Fine Arts Commis- teen-foot-high bronze statue by Paul

sign of eight soaring tablets to Con- Sion approved with gusto the design Manship which shows him in rhetorical

gress as a fitting monument to FDR in fQr a Theodore Roosevelt Memorial. pose, bullying the public across Eric

the nation's capital. Biddle's bi-parti- After less than two years since Con- Gugler's oval plaza amidst stiffly for-

san group is disappointed but un- gress resolved to build him a monu- mal gardens. The design should please

daunted by the fact that the National ment, TR seems all but set. Construe- the "but-I-know-what-I-don't-like"
Fine Arts Commission, on February 22, tion awaits only the new appropriation critics who bombarded the daringly

rejected the design as inappropriate for the National Park Service, which · modern FDR Memorial with epithets.

company for the Washington Monu- has included the necessary $1.4 million The Manship-Gugler creation will re-

ment and the Jefferson and Lincoln in its budget. The FDR Memorial will mind them neither of Stonehenge nor
of "book ends out of a deep freeze."Memorials. Since the Art Commissiong cost nearly $5 million, but the problem Indeed, it will recall countless heroical-

function is merely to advise, Biddle is not yet money; it is design. The two ly realistic Lenin statues and Mussolini
parks across the seas. It will be located
on Roosevelt Island beneath that new
highway bridge across the Potomac,
whtih Virginia commuters vainly hope
will relieve their rush hour traffic.
Thanks to Francis Biddle, the pro-

posed monument to FDR is the result
of a national competition which tapped
the creative resources of the entire na-
tion. It was conducted under strict
rules of the American Institute of Ar-
chitects with the professional assistance,
of the brilliant young architect-planner
Edmund N. Bacon, the director of the
Philadelphia Planning Commission.
The site was carefully chosen by .1
committee of experts which included
Lewis Mumford and, like the com-
petition, was also approved by Con-
gress. It is the landstrip between the
Tidal Basin and the Potomac, called
West Potomac Park. The FDR Jury,
headed by the dean of MIT's architec-
ture school, , Pietro Belluschi, ·was
among the most distinguished as-
sembled in our day. There were 574 en-
tries from architects, sculptors, land-;
scape architects and others associated
with architects. All of them were seri-
ous attempts, some of them by prom-
inent artists.
The final winner was a team of un-

knowns - three young Harvard archi-



lecture students, Norman Hoberman, membrances of neo-classicism? As
bavid Beer and Joseph Wasserman, guaNIian of classic Washington which
then working in the New York archi- it largely helped to create, the National
tectural office of Pederson & Tilney Fine Arts Commission has done nobly
under the supervision of William F. in bygone days. It was often difficult,
Pederson. The form of their sculpture as can be imagined when one recalls
- a cluster of eight upright tablets of that thefe was a railway station on the
varying sizes and shapes- carrying Mall when the Commission was first
quotations of FDR's most famous appointed 60 years ago. But even then
words - is the work of Norman Hober- concrete was used, which the Commis-
man, the sculptor member of the team. sion ruled not durable enough for the
Photographs tend to make the com- tablets of the FDR Memorial design.

position look somewhat dead and con- In fact, the Romans invented the mate-
trived. The models show it well placed rial which is now reinforced with Steel.
in a new, attractively landscaped 66 Had the Romans also inspired the de-
acre park, amidst clumps of trees and sign, the Commission would probably
meadows. The parking space is conven- not have raised the question.
lently close, yet out of the way. The Some, of course, hold with Walt
monument itself is approached by Whitman, who remarked, more than a
ambling footpaths which also connect century ago, that "the day for conven-
It with the other monuments on the tional monuments, statues, memorials,
Mall. The steles are so placed that they etc. has pass'd away...they are su-
will reflect both in the Tidal Basin and perfluous and vulgar." But are they?
the Potomac. Rising from a terrazzo Many of us admire Philip Johnson's
platform of different levels and a' va- stirring Roofiess Church, sheltering the
riety of spaces, they are visible from Lipchitz sculpture, in Harmony, In-
afar, yet obstruct nothing. The whole diana, or Reginald C. Knight's memo-
composition is powerful and impobing, rial to Enric6 Fermi in Chicago, or the
yet light and transparent. ' the late Eero Saarinen's daring steel
"This thing is not sculpture. It is ab- arch for the Jefferson National Expan-

, stract," declared Paul Jenne,4in, the sion Memotial now going up in St.
president of the National Sculpture Louid.' There are a good many other
Society. "It is the epitome of mid-ceii- neW ''monuments here and abroad
tury art... that needs no excuse or de- Which seem to prove that the art of
fense of any kind," replied architect our time is able to inspire, Chances
Philip Johnson, who is emerging as the are that the FDR Memorial design,
most dynamic of America's second too, will appear grebter and more in-
g,· ieration moderns. An imposing ar- . spiring in the future than it does to

: :0 of his colleagues have been equally ' our present uncertain tastes.
:thusiastic. The easy way out is to name a bicycle
rhe competition rules required that race track, a school for foreign serv-

:te design harmonize with three other ice officers, or a cultural center .after
i;reat monuments in the vicinity - FDR. But Congress wanted a monu•
Washington, Lincoln and Jefferson. ment. We could wait for a more cour-
The Jury found it did. The Fine Arts ageous generation 8fty, sixty, a hun-
Commission said it violated this "law." ' dred years hen&, But William N.
How does one harmonize a space age Dunn, a labor representative, spoke for
creation with an oversized obelisk, a many when he said it was we who
pseudo-Roman pavilion and a neo- prospered through FDR's greatness. It
classic temple? How does.our govern- is this generation which wishes to
ment advance public art and domestic recall him to our children,
and foreign respect for it, if its Fine To reject or shelve the winning de:
Arts advisors continue to cling to re. sign would sadly discoufav f U'J'I:

competitions and a ffesh, rre.·U. e lip-
proach to public architer,cre. It wouldNOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS encourage only the ' lieodore Roose-

Paul Mattick has written extensively velt Memorial kind of mediocrity. And
on world economics, Wolf Von Eckardt mediocrity, Jacob Burekhardt has said,
is the author of a book about the work is the truly diabolical force in the
of the architect »ic Mendelsohn. world. WOLF VON ECKA"DT



From SATURDAY REVIEW, September 2, 1961, PD. 26-27.

MUST MONUMENTS BE MONUMENTAL ?

I S'1'11,1, remember the poignancy tation,% 1:111(Imarks, Surely the time has tiou tlmt comes wat, 1,·d clowi, to 11
01 Iin „14'xpect('(l ('11(·c)11111('1' I (·(„}ic' to 1)c: done with competitions and thimigh the (:recks, the Et'·11%(·,tii.~, th,
41111'liciturd m ( '11.11 tres Ac'veral committees compromising on imitation Rom.ins, and finally throligh tho.,

vears .tgo. 1 1,,\ ing i||st .11'live'(I thrre, Stonchenges, pagoclas, peristyles, mid stip('1'1) Renaissance artiNts, 1)„11:ltell,
1 „·,ix, 01 (i,Ii, gr, lic·,ided str,aight for cohninades. One: need only compare and Verrorchio. Many ex])(·,14 todd,
the cittlic·cli ;il when I r.ime 111)(m an Iwo Italian nicmnments, tlic: boinlmstic would agrce that the outst,tuding mod
arr,·sting thongli sm:111111(ii),iment scrin- empty one to Victor Enim:inuel in ern American monument is a Mity Nee·
ingly giowing mit of the earth. Merely lic:nic. and Mjehelangelo's ineffable York office building de,igned by Mic
~ truncated mm with hand holding a Medici Chapel, to lealize that it is van der Rohe and ironically dedicatec
broke„ sworil and accompanic·cl by a wiser to depend on creative artists than to whiskey-in this case whiskey fron
cli'clication to the memory of 21 par- showy dimensions. the house of Seagram.
tic'~ilailv brave leader of the French A I suppose what I am really tryint
lichistance, it macie ine patise imd begin AFTER :111, were we to choose the to say is that democratic methods ar,
to wonder why nic,immei,ts rmist be so greatest single memorial conceived dur- not always the Ideal solution for pul,
monum('lital. For here was a coinmeino- ing the present century, it very likely lic monuments. No matter how abl,
ration of valor th.it ini,cle itself felt would not be made of stone, brick, the committee of selection, no matti
without pompotis pedest,11, gaucly gilt, concrete, or bronze: but of paint on how eager the contestants, the fin:,
Ir impc isi :ig $(91ttiig. In 1,1-ic#f, it tc,ld c.ki,vas. I .un thinking of Picasso's choice from free competitions often rt

-a moving story withont the deadlv Guernic·a, a composition cledicated to suits in nothing more than monumental
conventions we habitimlly associat·e a sin.111 town walitonly destroyed dur- ity, Far better, it seems to me, woul<
with the vuli,int dead, This strong ing the Spanish Civil War, This, one be one of two plans-either to seler
arm, appropriately thruxting out of the of history's in()st bitter indictments of a great artist, preferably a man iii
1.ll,(i it had protected, was equipped man'% inhumanity to man, will un- volved emotionally with the subject a
tmly with the iminful symbc,1 of a cloill,tedly preserve· the name of an hand, and give him free rein to mak
In·oke,1 sword, litit communicated the otherwise obscure village longer than his memorialin any medium andin an
spirit of the French Undel'grolmil with coilld all the equestrian statues now way he finds most meaningful; or I
1,11 4,1~,cizicixcc, th.it tlic, .'U.  11 costlv ;ind punctriating Americ·,m boulevards and for some reason specifications deman,
prrtentious momunent might well have p.irks. Triw, in licasso's painting there an architectural monument, then wh
inock,·cl. is alsc, a horse, 01· 1:,ther the head of a indeed cannot this structure be at one,

If *u, in Anwric·,1 are to continue horse, tortured, twisted,. contorted in esthetic and utilitari,rn?
invehling large silms of inoncy in ,ig(my. But how different from those Take, for example, the Franklir
ilt<·I,ilix'till iii shrines dc'clic,ited to the conventic,nal ,illinmls that nameless and Delano Roosevelt Memorial about t,
Biiritic,i·ies of great inclividinds or events, 11,imberless sculptors have modeled be erected in Washington. It was chose,
it se..ins only sensible to turn these .ilter the once grcat Mediterranean from a large competition by a distin
structurrs into moie th:in pm·cly osten- ticiclition of "liorse and ricler," a tradi- guished panel of specialists, At presen

one can only judge from 1)hotograph.
but even so it seems difficult to fathom

William Pedersen and Bradford Tilne>
why these towering steles, designed b

have anything to do with Rooseve]
despite their function as backgrmin,
for his engraved words. One scarcrl
needs eight co,icrete slabs 172 feet higi
to accomplish this end, for FDR
words have adequate grandeur withou

4 :.4 k -- undue aggrandizement. In return fc,
the considerable cost of this structur
(well over $4,000,000) couldn'[ a inoi

. 4 ingenious though still impiessive solu
tion have been found? We in Aineric
might even have pioneered in desigi,

K 'as Roosevelt dicl iii government, 1
6 come up with a fre,h idea of intere.

for the entire worici, such as, let's <.1,
a fotally new kind ot playgrm„id ic,
children (possibly for crippled c·hi!
dren) or a highly specialized referti,c
library devoted to the Four Freedom·
or a modern public recreation buildinWide World. of some sort . Huinan dimension . wheModel of Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial-Could a better solution have been found? interpreted creatively, can be no le>



effective than magnified ones. The
Sainte Chapelle in Paris, the Baptistry
iii Florence, the Erechtheum in Athens
give ample proof of this.

Several of the many competing
architects, some of them finalists,
shared the idea that the Roosevelt
monument should be more than visually
impressive. One incorporated in his
design plans for a national children's
school; another, plans for a museum
and a sculpture court. Perhaps the most
interesting idea came from Joseph
Wehrer and Harold Borkin, two young
:,rchiteets of Ann Arbor, who developed
u non-static scheme involving an annual
1:DR award to be presented each spring
from a specially designed podium with

<57/.fIT .

a covered gallery nearby where an
exhibition of the winner's work would
be shown throughout the year. Thus,
contitizied visits to the memorial would
bc assured, and even were the architec-
ture to become dated, the awards and
exhibitions might easily remain timely
and related appropriately to Roosevelt's
objectives.

When public memorials begin to
encompass more than outworn symbols,
exaggerated djmensions, or sheer nov-
elty, we can perhaps hope for an im-
provement in the so-called art found
in private cemeteries, an area so
dismally mediocre as to make even the
slightest advance cause for celebration.

-KATHARINE Kun.



DEBATING THE FDR MEMORIAL: A Plea for Relevance
by John Ely Burchard
(Architectural Record, March 1961)

Called to the lists by a fanfare of hostile critical trumpets, the

knights of controversy are burnishing thier shields, adding weight ,

to their maces and occasionally sharpening their spears. Unless too

many tragic world events keep demanding our attention we can expect

a melee over the winning design for the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial

Competition; beside it the Congressional arguments over the Air Force

Academy Chapel are likely to seem calm and sane. In the melee many will

be jousting with each other rather than the accoladed champion: scoring

all sorts of irrelevant points and hollow victories; and in this general

slashing about the public is likely to have more amusement than illumin-

ation: while some delicate and important crockery may, unfortunately,

be smashed.

This is too bad. Debates about esthetics are not only inevitable but

desirable. More than one intelligent Roman deprecated Bramante and his

patron Julius II, saying they destroyed more than they built and were the

"makers of ruins." Raphael found it difficult to praise the new marvels

of Rome, knowing as he did that they were born in the fires that calcined

the ancient marbles. Many Florentines who admired regularity were unhappy

that Michelangelo's scheme to project the motif of the open arcades of

the Loggia dei Lanzi all around the Seignory Square was not adopted.



Indeed this most celebrated of Renaissance squares was not achieved in

a single thrust but rather accumulated over centuries by the work of

such different (and tempestuous) men as Arnolfo di Cambio, whose palace

started it off, Orcagna, Donatello, Michelangelo, Bandinelli, Cellini, '

and Ammanati. Not a statue was moved, not a new one installed without

an intense fight, and the blows and cuts were not always limited to words.

Artists no doubt still feel these matters intensely, do not really like

each others' work, but they are half house broken, today keep their most

brilliant sallies to themselves so that their part in the controversies

is often less central than it was in Florence. This is a pity, for if

there is to be a discussion, it might best be conducted more by people

who have something to say and less by reporters and Congressmen.

And no one could wish that there would not be controversy if its existence

indicates a lively interest in the state of the public arts and not merely

a desire for notoriety or a cheap chance to get an approving nod from

the gum-chewing and straw-sucking elements of a Congressional constituency.

A Pejorative Overture

Even before it begins, the terms of the discussion are shrill. To insist

as one juror did that there would always be controversy in the arts (hope-

fully, true) and to conclude from that that the jury's judgment was sound

was a briantly irrational non-sequitur. To name the winning steles an

"instant Stonehenge" was neither descriptive nor helpful. The winner



an scarcely recall Stonehenge in any serious way to anyone who has seen

the old complex and the implication that the project is therefore Druidical,

savage, and thus inappropriate is most unfair, whether or not intended.

It was not helpful to compare it with Karnak, which it resembles even

less either physically or in its necrological connotations. But there

are also less spectacular and equally pejorative terms that have worked

their way into the overture. If you want to court favor with artists

simply call their enemies "verbal," "literary," "cerebral," "intellectual."

By doing this you have made it clear that the real boys are inarticulate,

ignorant about history and think with their guts. "Literary" has an

additional bad connotation in writing about architecture because it also

suggests that the sources of inspiration are associational: e.g., that

reviving Gothic is done mostly with an eye to ephemeral Gothic history

rather than to eternal Gothic verity. So when you call the new memorial

design "literary" you have really smeared it in the minds or sentiments

of a good many thoroughly respectable afficionados. But if you stop

feeling and think for a while you will realize that a memorial is by

definition and in the largest sense literary; and also in the literal

sense, for the makers of memorials to any one save the deities have never

quite dared trust to the fragility of human memory. Thus statues, even

photographic ones, of Napoleon and Washington are at least labeled with

a name and often places and events as well; the Lincoln Memorial is plastered

with the famous words of the hero and it is hard to say whether in the end

the words or the statue are the most moving, though the third component,

the Baconian Greek temple, is clearly not the main thing. So as memorials



become more and more abstract and less and less certain to communicate
the generally same idea to all people, why should the words not increase
in importance? I expect that when you decide to build a memorial to a

hero it is your intention that the acts and the life of that hero are to
be recalled, and quite spontaneously, to the memory of those who follow.
If a memorial is but a pretext to provide sculpture in a park, then the

whole idea is dishonest, no matter how great the sculpture. If there is

to be a memorial to one of the greatest of American heroes, Franklin

Delano Roosevelt, then it should speak about him and not about hollow men

or birds in flight. FDR was an exceptionally verbal and and like Churchill,

he moved people to perform beyond their strength; and he did this not by 4
his taste in architecture - which was conventional and ill-developed, though
positive - not by his painting or his music, but by the words he used, the
quality of his voice, the impression of sincerity he conveyed, his manifest
concern for the underprivileged and the weak, and his towering personal
and public courage, so that the greatest of all his utterances turn around
freedom from fear, or enjoin us that we have nothing to fear save fear
itself. All this is pretty verbal and pretty literary and so I would tend

to regard such appellations as complimentary; it would be an illiterate
monument I would worry about. I suppose this is the time to say for what it

is worth (and it is worth very little) that in my opinion the winning
design, if executed, has a chance of being very good, But that is not

really involved amoung the things that concern me about the impending
debate, although the merits of the design will be the ostensible subject of
all the talk, projected mostly by people who have seen a single photograph
and who have not, in their lives, demonstrated any particular competence
(as the jury for example had) at visualizing what a three dimensional
complex presented in model form will seem like to a human being who is

walking in it at full size. This by no means implies that We should



accept the awesome authority of the jury as final; but it does ask that

we should demand to see the credentials of those who debate; and if any

choose to debate anonymously one has to say they have presented no credential:

at all.

Perils of Irrelevance

What kinds of credentials may we expect to be offered? A motley lot, no

doubt.

Among those who seem to be talking about the merits of the design there will

be those who are really expressing the doubt that "that man" should be

memorialized at all. Such people are by no means all dead though most of

the time now they whisper to each other or coddle their remembrances of

things past. In the next echelon will be those who admired or even loved

FDR but solely on specific New Deal lines and who fundamentally find the

idea of a monumental memorial to be immoral when the same funds could

produce something "useful" for the living, especially the living poor.

This is of course a perennial and significant question and it deserved

much more public discussion than it got when the Commission announced

against hospitals, libraries, swimming baths or other conventional "living

memorials". Perhaps it should be debated more in deciding what memorial

should be finally be built; but it is irrelevant, incompetent and im-

material to the issue of whether the winning design should have been the ~

winner.



One step nearer to relevance but not much nearer will be those defenders of

the public purse who continue to believe, and earnestly, that the United

States became great through prudent parsimony, that nations which save

capital will succeed while those who squander it on art and luxury will

die. It was the view held by John Adams, who suggested we postpone the

arts until we were farther along in other things. The idea is heard in

different decades - it may even turn up in the defense a motor company

president recently made of fins and annual model changes, insisting that

"personal" goods were intrinsically more important than "social" goods

(e.g. public art), implying that fins were somehow the unpuritanical, the

"American" way. The idea is that bureaucrats define public art but that

those who define fins are free from bureaucracy. On this line of argument

the people of the United States are still reluctant supporters of art

through the public or even the quasi-public purse and this reluctance will

show through what many seem to be saying about the specific work.

The Problem of Identity

Then we will come nearer to those who do care primarily about memorial or

esthetic considerations. Of these the memorial considerations will

inevitable be elusive. The memories, the personal memories, of FDR are

still green as they were not for Lincoln and Jefferson when their memorials

were under consideration. The character of FDR was itself Protean and the

interpretations individuals made of this character were still more Protean.

He was not a man to be taken or left alone. You loved him or you hated

him and there was not much middle ground. When he died many people wept, but

they were weeping about different things. It is hard to conceive of any



design that could manage to say to each person who loved the memory

"you see this memorial clearly recalls exactly the traits you admired

and loved most".

On the esthetic side there will be infighting too before talk about the

merits begins. We must look for those who would like really to scotch

any modern design and replace it with work by the contemporary Bernini

who alas (perhaps alas), does not exist. Despite the manifest general

acceptance of contemporary work the old guard dies but never surrenders,

as the recent tussle over the Gugler proposals showed. Opposition to the. ,

winner may therefore veil a much more general opposition. There will be

a little of this among artists and architects and critics and considerable

more in the halls of congress. The men still sit there who condemned the

Air Force Academy chapel as "atheistic. " Though President Kennedy may

not flush red when he sees a modern design, as President Eisenhower is

said to have done, we do not know what his taste or his interest may be.

Liberals have not in general been more or less sensitive to the currents

of art than conservatives. A number of artists of the right names were

invited to the Inauguration, but nobody knows who picked them.

President Kennedy is unlikely to want to emulate Calvin Coolidge in anything.

He will not reject Cezannes offered to the White House; he will not

decline to send contemporary American paintings abroad; Mrs. Kennedy is

said to have some interest in the contemporary arts. Their own ways of

life and their domestic esthetics are conventional, which is their privelege.



But they are not Carrie Jacobs Bond types and are not likely to offer

obstinate roadblocks to contemporary arguments. We are lucky to be able

to say so much. There is no reason in American Presidential history to

look with hope to the White House for taste or leadership in these par-

ticular matters and in these times it might even be inappropriate.

As to the Congress, the critics of the country ought perhaps to form a

"truth squad" to correct the wild statements that so many Congressmen will

make, quite outweighing the the intelligence and sensitivity of a few: an

inevitable few, since sensitivity to the arts is by no means a major qual-

ification for legislative statesmanship and might even be a barrier to

election from some communities, were it widely known.

A Vote for Honest Criticism ,

The risk 9f overstatement from the right is generally understood these

days but the risk from the avant garde is less often explored. Many who

defend the winner will be doing so not because they really think it to

be good but because they think that do less would somehow to "bet:~"

the modern movement. I do not see how the modern movement today can be

regarded as a tender plant still to be shielded from criticism of its

excesses or failures on the ground of "treachery." The time has long

passed when this is tenable. If the design is not a good design let it

be said by serious critics who still support contemporary ideas and who are

not "traitors". But it is not easy to know how to say these things without

doing harm, for the oppositions I have mentioned leap on every defection

and are triumphant and ruthless in their ability to quote out of context.

'1,/



There is no doubt that there are many people who would like to curb the

newly found freedom in the design of some Federal buildings, notable our

new embassies and chancelleries but also occasional domestic things remote

from the scrutiny of the Arbiters on the Potomac. A violent debate on

the competition conducted in unfortunate terms could really do a great

deal of harm. As to this, it seems to me, we can only hope. Honest

criticism, especially measured criticism, should not be withheld - there

might be some caution against being carried away by the excitement of

polemic or the enticement of phrase making.

The Big Questions

As the debate is conducted it is probably unfortunate though certainly

inevitable that major questions will be lost in the argument about the

particular design. These questions are perhaps philosophical and theoretical

but not less important thereby.

Is it possible in these days to memorialize anybody in a significant

way through artifacts? If it is possible is a monumental artifact possible?

Do we know how to make one? Do artists have their hearts in the job when

they try? If a monumental artifact is possible how can artists who work

at the highest level of individuality and personal abstraction the world ~

has ever known find a way to produce something that cannot be personal

but must be general, that cannot be a success at all unless it communi-

cates widely?



After these questions there comes the question of the urbanism of Washing-

ton, less whether the new monument will do any harm to the existing

vistas, which it probably will not, that i whether it will add anything

important to the roster of place-identifiers which great cities have to

have.

None of these, it is safe to regret, will occupy much attention.

In discussing the design there are two different questions. The first

is: was it the best of those offered and therefore deserving of the prize?

This the jury (and a good jury) has said it is. If this is the point

of discussion, then comparison with other submissions is of the essence -

attacks on the winner alone are meaningless. Such a discussion serves

some useful purpose, regardless of whether it endoreses or repudiates

the jury, which does not matter, for it calls public attention to questions

of design.

Indeed that is all discussion at this level is likely to produce. The

Chicago Tribune competition, it is true, brought the second place winner,

Eliel Saarinen, to our country and thus added to our architectural stature.

But such an event is unlikely here. At best it can only publicize an

American unknown since, regrettably the terms of the competition excluded

foreign talent - regrettably because many foreigners loved, admired and

understood FDR as well as Americans and because an enormous reservoir ·

of talent was left untapped. But the purpose of comparison should not be ,

to demonstrate that the jury was incompetent, because the jury was very



Competent, individually and collectively, probably more so that most

of the discussants who have or will enter the lists. It would help in

such a discussion if we could also know whether the jury was unanimous.

Dissenting opinions have been found valuable in the law and they would

be valuable in assessing esthetic judgments - incidentally, they would

improve the role of any chairman, unless he should be the kind of person

who regarded harmony as the only pearl beyond price.

The wider question is not whether the design should have won the competition

but whether it should be built. It is too bad that juries so seldom have

the courage to make no award at all. I hasten to say that I do not imply

that the winner in the case did not deserve an award.

In this competition the jury was categorically authorized to make no award

if it felt no proposal sufficiently fine; by implication we have to assume

the jury did decide the award was earned. But such refusals to award

take a lot of spunk - and their rarity even when permitted makes all jury

judgments a little suspect. Given our mores, if the jury really thinks

a winning design deserves to be built it ought to say so in ringing, un-

equivocal and convincing terms; it has said so once but then needs to be

repeated over and over; and when the sniping begins it should be redoubtable

in the defense of its conclusions. I hope that will happen here; I hope

all the extraneous reasons for opposing the winner will be disregarded;

that the irrelevant arguments will not be adduced; and I hope also that

the debate will be vigorous, noisy, but fair and to the point.



Let an Informed Public Participate

I hope more than this. I hope the public will participate and to this

end I hope an excellent model, big enough to be understood by laymen

will be built and circulated through the country while the discussion

is going on. San Francisco has given a recent notable example of public

scrutiny in a competition and the Roosevelt Memorial is much more impor-

tant to the nation that the Golden Gate Project.

All this I hope: but I am too old to go about confusing hopes with

expectations.


